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Course Overview

Course Overview
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 1

Personal details

To help you talk about
yourself and others

Question formation,
present simple

Listening, speaking

Lesson 2

Describing
people

To describe people’s
appearance

Adjectives for appearance

Listening, speaking

Lesson 3

Directions

To give and understand
directions

Vocabulary of directions,
prepositions of place

Listening, speaking

Lesson 4

House interiors

To describe the
interior of houses

Prepositions of place and
furniture vocabulary

Writing, speaking,
listening

Lesson 5

Family and
relations

To enable students
to discuss family

Family vocabulary,
possessives, ‘have got’

Speaking

Lesson 6

Activities and
social life

To talk about what you
like doing and how often

Like doing, adverbs of
frequency, time expressions

Speaking, listening

Lesson 7

School

To talk about your
school years

School vocabulary,
expressing rules using
had to and couldn’t

Reading, speaking,
listening

Lesson 8

My home town

To describe towns
and facilities

Town amenities, present
simple questions

Speaking, listening

Lesson 9

Clothes

To talk about clothes
and accessories

Clothes and accessories,
materials and colours

Listening, writing,
speaking

Lesson 10

Making plans

To talk about making plans

Going to

Listening, reading,
speaking

Lesson 11

Talking about
the past

To talk about the past
using the past simple

Past simple

Listening, reading,
speaking

Lesson 12

Health

To talk about health and
ways of staying healthy

Parts of the body, health
problems and cures

Reading, listening,
speaking
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Course Overview

Lesson 13

The weather
and seasons

To talk about the weather
and how it makes you feel

Weather, seasons, feelings

Listening, speaking

Lesson 14

Have you
ever…?

To talk about personal
experiences

Present perfect, past
participle, past simple

Listening, speaking

Lesson 15

Transport

To talk about modes
of transport and how
often you use them

Present simple, modes of
transport, time expressions

Listening, reading,
speaking

Lesson 16

Jobs

To talk about jobs

Job-related vocabulary
and expressions

Listening, reading,
speaking

Lesson 17

Animals

To talk about pets and
animals in your country

Animal vocabulary, including
parts of an animal

Reading, listening,
speaking

Lesson 18

Money

To talk about money

Prices, money-related
expressions, adverbs
of frequency

Listening, reading
speaking

Lesson 19

Food

To talk about food and drink

Food-related vocabulary,
countable and
uncountable nouns

Listening and
speaking

Lesson 20

Lifestyle

To talk about your lifestyle
and how you would
like to improve it

Would + infinitive enough/
too much/not enough

Listening, speaking
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Lesson 1: Personal details

Lesson 1: Personal details
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 1

Personal details

To help you talk about
yourself and others

Question formation,
present simple

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Read the text about Eva and make notes on the text in section 1.
2. Match the questions in section 2 to the topics in section 1.
3. Write the answers to the questions in section 2. Try to remember the answers. Don’t look
back at the text from 1.
4. Answer the same questions for yourself.
5. Complete the verb table for the present simple.
6. Write 5 sentences about Eva using the verbs from the verb table.
7. Write 5 sentences about yourself using the verbs from the verb table.
8. Correct the mistakes on the error correction sheet.
Out There
Use the questions you have practised to find out information about your English conversation partner.
Answer any questions your English conversation partner might ask you.
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1.1

Lesson 1: Personal details

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Read the text about Eva and make notes for the topics below.
“Hi, my name’s Eva Lombardi and I come from Italy. I’m 28 and I’m a hotel manager. I want to learn
English because it is very important for my job. I live in Rome with my husband and my three children.”
• Name
• Age
• Job
• Nationality
• Home city
• Family
Exercise 2
Match the questions below to the topics in Exercise 1 and write them in the table.

4XHVWLRQ
Ć

+RZĆROGĆDUHĆ\RX"Ć

Ć

:KHUHĆGRĆ\RXĆOLYH"Ć

Ć

'RĆ\RXĆKDYHĆDQ\ĆFKLOGUHQ"Ć

Ć

:KDW·VĆ\RXUĆQDPH"Ć

Ć

$UHĆ\RXĆPDUULHG"ĆĆ

Ć

:KHUHĆDUHĆ\RXĆIURP"Ć

Ć

:KDWĆGRĆ\RXĆGR"Ć

7RSLF
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1.2

Lesson 1: Personal details

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 3
Now complete the information for Eva. Don’t look at the text; try to remember!
(YD
:KDW·VĆ\RXUĆQDPH"Ć
+RZĆROGĆDUHĆ\RX"Ć
:KDWĆGRĆ\RXĆGR"Ć
:KHUHĆDUHĆ\RXĆIURP"Ć
:KHUHĆGRĆ\RXĆOLYH"Ć
$UHĆ\RXĆPDUULHG"ĆĆ
'RĆ\RXĆKDYHĆDQ\ĆFKLOGUHQ"Ć

Exercise 4
Now complete the information for yourself.
<RX
:KDW·VĆ\RXUĆQDPH"Ć
+RZĆROGĆDUHĆ\RX"Ć
:KDWĆGRĆ\RXĆGR"Ć
:KHUHĆDUHĆ\RXĆIURP"Ć
:KHUHĆGRĆ\RXĆOLYH"Ć
$UHĆ\RXĆPDUULHG"ĆĆ
'RĆ\RXĆKDYHĆDQ\ĆFKLOGUHQ"Ć
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Lesson 1: Personal details

Exercise 5
Complete the missing nu2mbers on the verb and possessive adjective table.

YHUE

SUHVHQWVLPSOH

SRVVHVVLYHDGMHFWLYHV

,

<RX

+H6KH

,

<RX

+H

6KH

EH

DP





P\



KLV



OLYH





OLYHV

KDYH



KDYH



Exercise 6
Use the verbs above to make 5 sentences about Eva.
e.g. Eva is 28. She is from Italy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Exercise 7
Use the verbs above to make 5 sentences about yourself.
e.g. I am 32. I am from London.
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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1.3

Lesson 1: Personal details

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 8
These sentences are incorrect. Rewrite them in the correct way.
1. Where are you come from?
2. Where are you live?
3. I am cook.
4. Are you come from Cardiff?
5. I have 2 sister and 4 brother.
6. What age is you?
7. What you job?
8. How old do you?
9. Do you a barman?
10. Do you live Edinburgh?
11. You are secretary?
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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1.4

Lesson 1: Personal details

Task Sheet 4

Out There task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about yourself and ask them questions about
themselves. You have practised the question forms and some key vocabulary in the preparation material.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Talk to your Out There conversation partners and find out information about them by using the questions
you have practised. Make notes for the topics below and try to write full sentences e.g. His name is James.
He is 34.
Answer any questions that your partners might ask you.
• Name
• Age
• Job
• Nationality
• Home city
• Family
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1.5

Lesson 1: Personal details

Answer Key
1. Name – Eva Lombardi; Age – 28; Job – Hotel Manager; Nationality – From Italy;
Home city – Rome; Family – Married and three children
2. How old are you? = Age; Where do you live? = Home city; Do you have any children? =
Family; What’s your name? = Name; Are you married? = Family; Where are you from? =
Nationality; What do you do? = Job
3. What’s your name? Eva Lombardi; How old are you? 28; What do you do? Hotel Manager;
Where are you from? Italy; Where do you live? Rome; Are you married? Yes; Do you have
any children? Yes, 3
4. Answers depend on your information
5. 1. are; 2. is; 3. live; 4. live; 5. have; 6. has; 7. your; 8. her
6. Possible answers:
Her name is Eva Lombardi; She is 28; She is a hotel manager; She is from Italy; She lives in
Rome; She is married; She has three children.
7. Possible answers:
My name is __________; I am (number); I am a (job); I am from (country); I live in (city); I
am married/not married; I have (number) children or I have no children.
8. 1. Where are you come from? = Where do you come from? or Where are you from?
2. Where are you live? = Where do you live?
3. I am cook = I am a cook.
4. Are you come from Cardiff? = Do you come from Cardiff?
5. I have two sister and four brother. = I have two sisters and four brothers.
6. What age is you? = How old are you?
7. What you job? = What is your job?
8. How old do you? = How old are you?
9. Do you a barman? = Are you a barman?
10. Do you live Edinburgh? = Do you live in Edinburgh?
11. You are secretary? = Are you a secretary?
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Lesson 2: Describing people

Lesson 2: Describing people
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 2

Describing
people

To describe people’s
appearance

Adjectives for appearance

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Look at the 4 pictures on Task Sheet 1 and match the descriptions to the pictures.
2. Look at the expressions used to describe people in Expressions Box 1 on Task Sheet 2.
Put the four expressions from the box below Expressions Box 1 into the four spaces.
3. Complete the six sentences on Task Sheet 3 with the missing words.
4. Match the six questions on the left to the answers on the right.
5. Change the questions from Exercise 4 to questions with ‘you’.
6. Answer the questions from Exercise 5 with information about you.
Out There
Give your Out There Conversation Partner(s) a description of yourself like in Exercise 6. Then ask them
some questions about how they look using your work in Exercise 5 to help you.
Your Out There Conversation Partner(s) are going to describe three pictures. You have to tell them which
of the four pictures was the only one they didn’t describe.
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2.1

Lesson 2: Describing people

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Match the four pictures to the four descriptions below.
3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ

I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�
I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�

Real work
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements

�e Graduate Programme
for Engineers and Geoscientists

Maersk.com/Mitas
www.discovermitas.com

Ma

Month 16
I was a construction
Mo
supervisor
ina const
I was
the North Sea super
advising and the No
he
helping
foremen advis
ssolve
problems
Real work
he
helping
fo
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements
ssolve pr
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Lesson 2: Describing people

Person A)	He is tall and slim. He has a brown eyes and short, brown hair. He has tanned
skin. He is in his thirties. He is handsome.
			

= Picture _____________

Person B)	She is short and chubby. She has fair skin and blue eyes and medium length,
blonde hair. She is young. She is pretty.
			

= Picture _____________

Person C)	He is tall and thin. He has black eyes, dark skin and short, grey hair. He is in
his eighties. He is ordinary looking.
			

= Picture _____________

Person D)	She is tall and thin. She has green eyes and short, red hair. She is over thirty.
She is ugly.
			

= Picture _____________
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2.2

Lesson 2: Describing people

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 2
Look at the expressions in Expression Box 1 for describing people. Below Expression Box 1, there is a
box with four expressions. Put them in the spaces in Expression Box 1.
Expressions Box 1
+HLJKW

:HLJKW

)DFHĆDQGĆ+HDGĆ YHUEĆ ĆKDYH

$JH

/RRNV

+HĆLVĆĆ

6KHĆLVĆ
SUHWW\EHDXWLIXO
QRUPDOO\ĆIRUĆ
ZRPHQ

+HĆLVĆWDOOĆ

+HĆLVĆVOLP

6KHĆKDVĆ
EOXHEODFNJUHHQEURZQKD]HOĆ DĆ
PL[ĆRIĆJUHHQĆDQGĆEURZQ ĆH\HV

+HĆLVĆ
PHGLXP
KHLJKW

6KHĆLVĆWKLQĆ
QHJDWLYH
ZRUG

+HĆKDV
EODFNEURZQEORQGHUHGJUH\ĆKDLUĆ

+HĆLVĆĆ\HDUVĆROGĆ

+HĆLVĆ
KDQGVRPH
QRUPDOO\ĆIRUĆ
PHQ

+HĆLVĆĆ
PHWUHV
WDOO

+HĆLVĆ
PHGLXP
EXLOG

+HĆKDVĆOLJKWGDUNĆEURZQĆH\HV

6KHĆLVĆLQĆKHU
WZHQWLHVWKLUWLHVIRUWLHV
ILIWLHVVL[WLHVVHYHQWLHV
HLJKWLHV

+HĆLVĆXJO\Ć PHQĆ
RUĆZRPHQ







6KHĆLVĆRUGLQDU\
ORRNLQJ



+HĆLVĆIDWĆ
QHJDWLYH
ZRUG

6KHĆKDVĆVKRUWPHGLXP
OHQJWKORQJĆKDLU

+HĆLVĆRYHUĆILIW\Ć

+HĆZHLJKV
ĆNLORV

6KHĆKDVĆIDLUWDQQHGROLYHGDUN
VNLQ

6KHĆLVĆXQGHU WKLUW\

+HĆKDVĆDĆEHDUGPRXVWDFKH
6KHĆKDVĆJODVVHVHDUULQJV

ĆĆĆ6KHĆORRNVĆ\RXQJPLGGOHĆDJHGROG

ĆĆĆ6KHĆLVĆVKRUW

ĆĆ6KHĆKDVĆOLJKWGDUNĆEORQGHĆKDLU

Ć6KHĆLVĆFKXEE\
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2.3

Lesson 2: Describing people

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 3
Complete the sentences below with the missing information.
1. Very _________ people are often good at basketball.
2. Models are usually very __________.
3. Is her skin dark? No, it’s ________.
4. He’s only 12. He’s quite _________.
5. People who eat lots of food are normally ___________.
6. He might be 23 or 25 I’m not sure but I know he is ___________.
Exercise 4
Match the questions to the answers.
1. How tall is your brother? 		

A) He is quite slim.

2. Is he slim or chubby?			

B) He weighs 65 kilos.

3. How much does he weigh?		

C) He has blue eyes and blonde hair.

4. What does he look like?		

D) He is very tall. He is 2 metres 10 cm tall.

5. How old is he?			

E) No, he is quite ordinary looking.

6. Is he good looking?			

F) He is 32.
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Lesson 2: Describing people

Exercise 5
Change the questions above into questions with ‘you’ e.g. How tall are you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Exercise 6
Answer the questions above and give information about you e.g. I am 1 metre 82 cm tall.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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2.4

Lesson 2: Describing people

Task Sheet 4

Out There task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about yourself and ask them questions about
themselves. You have practised the question forms and some key vocabulary in the preparation material.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
First, give your Out There Conversation Partners a description of yourself as in Exercise 6. Then ask
them some questions about how they look using your work in Exercise 5 to help you.
Send this pack to your conversation partner using the software and ask them to go to this page (5).
Ask your English conversation partners to describe three of the four pictures below. You have to tell them
which picture was the only one they didn’t describe. Listen carefully and ask your partners to repeat any
words you don’t hear properly.
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Lesson 2: Describing people

3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ

3LFWXUHĆ
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2.5

Lesson 2: Describing people

Answer Key
1. Picture 1 Person B; Picture 2 Person A; Picture 3 Person C; Picture 4 Person D;
2. 1. She is short; 2. She is chubby; 3. She has light/dark blonde hair;
4. She looks young/middle aged/old
3. 1. tall; 2. beautiful/pretty; 3. fair; 4. young; 5. fat/chubby; 6. in his twenties.
4. 1 D; 2 A; 3 B; 4 C; 5 F; 6 E
5. 1 How tall are you?; 2 Are you slim or chubby?; 3 How much do you weigh?;
4 What do you look like?; 5 How old are you?; 6 Are you good looking?
6. Example answer: 1 I am 1 metre 82 cm tall; 2 I am slim; 3 I weigh 85 kilos; 4 I have dark
brown hair and blue eyes. 5 I am 37; 6 I am ordinary looking

Out There task
7. Picture 1 He is short and thin. He has brown hair and dark blue eyes. He is over fifty. He is
ordinary looking;
Picture 3 She is tall and slim; She has long dark brown hair, dark brown eyes and dark skin.
She is in her thirties. She is beautiful.
Picture 4 He is short and chubby. He has blonde hair and brown eyes. He is over twenty. He
is handsome.
Picture 2 She is short, fat and ugly. She has long red hair. She is under 30.
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Lesson 3: Directions

Lesson 3: Directions
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 3

Directions

To give and understand
directions

Vocabulary of directions,
prepositions of place

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Look at the table on Task Sheet 1 with prepositions of place. Match the preposition with the
picture to describe the position of the balls in relation to the boxes or the tables.
2. Now look at the map of English Town on Task Sheet 2. Under the map are some
descriptions of the positions of different buildings. Which descriptions are true and which
are false?
3. On Task Sheet 3, write three sentences describing the positions of the buildings in the map.
4. Look at the map of English Town and read the directions of how to get from the church to
the train station.
5. Look at the expressions used in Exercise 4. There are more in Expressions Box 1 but four are
mixed up. Can you rearrange the letters to make expressions of directions?
6. Look at the map of English Town and read the directions. Can you work out where the
journey finishes? Use the example to help you.
7. Write directions and say how to get to one of the points on the map. Also describe the final
location using prepositions of place. Use the example in Exercise 6 to help you.
Out There
Give directions to your Out There conversation partner(s) and say how to get to different points on the
map. Also describe the final location using prepositions of place.
Use the example in Exercise 6 to help you. After that, listen to your partner(s) give you directions and
tell them which points on the map you arrive at.
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3.1

Lesson 3: Directions

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Use the prepositions of place on the left to describe the position of the blue ball.
DERYH

EHORZ

LQIURQWRI

EHKLQG

RQ

LQ

D

H

E

I

F
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G

K
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QH[W WR

English for English Speakers - Elementary: Level 2

3.2

Lesson 3: Directions

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 2
Look at the map of English Town and the descriptions of the positions of the buildings. Say which
descriptions below are true R and which are false. Q
English town






&HQWUDOĆ6KRSĆLVĆEHWZHHQĆWKHĆWUDLQĆ
VWDWLRQĆDQGĆ0DLQĆ3DUNĆ
7KHĆFKXUFKĆLVĆQH[WĆWRĆWKHĆSRVW
RIILFH
0DLQĆ3DUNĆLVĆDERYHĆWKHĆWUDLQ
VWDWLRQ
0DLQĆ3DUNĆLVĆEHWZHHQĆWKHĆKRVSLWDO
DQGĆ&HQWUDOĆ6KRS
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7KHĆWUDLQĆVWDWLRQĆLVĆEHORZ &HQWUDO
6KRS
*UHHQĆODQHĆLVĆEHWZHHQĆ3DOPĆ
$YHQXHĆDQGĆ6WDWLRQĆ6WUHHWĆ
7KHĆSRVWĆRIILFHĆLVĆLQĆIURQWĆRIĆWKHĆ
WXEHĆVWDWLRQĆ
7KHĆFKXUFKĆLVĆEHKLQGĆWKHĆWXEH
VWDWLRQ

English for English Speakers - Elementary: Level 2

3.3

Lesson 3: Directions

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 3
Look at the map of English Town and write three sentences describing the positions of the buildings.

1. 										
2. 									
3. 									
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Lesson 3: Directions

Exercise 4
Look at the map of English Town and read the directions of how to get from the church to the train station.
Go out of the church and turn left. Walk up Main Road and cross Green Lane. Go past the tube
station and turn right on Station Street. Turn left into the train station
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3.4

Lesson 3: Directions

Task Sheet 4

Exercise 5
Look at the expressions used in the directions above. There are more in Expressions Box 1 but four are
mixed up. Can you rearrange the letters to make expressions of directions?
Expression Box 1
'LUHFWLRQVĆ

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

5HIHUHQFHĆSRLQWV

*RZDONĆVWUDLJKWĆDKHDGĆ

Ć

Ć

Ć

$WĆWKHĆWXEHĆVWDWLRQUXQWKLUJW ĆĆ

7XUQĆEDFNĆ

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

$IWHUĆWKHĆKRVSLWDOĆWXUQĆOHIWĆ

7XUQĆOHIWULJKWĆ Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

Ć

*RZDONĆSDVWĆWKHĆWXEHĆVWDWLRQĆ

7DNHĆWKHĆILUVWĆVWUHHWQRKHWWHOIĆĆ

Ć

Ć

*RZDONĆQRUWKĆHDVWVRXWKZHVW

NDWHHKWGHVFRQ UHWHVW ĆRQĆWKHĆULJKWĆ

Ć

Ć

VURFVWHKGRDU

Answers
QRKHWWHOI


NDWHHKWGHVFRQ UHWHVW


UXQWKLUJW


VURFVWHKGRDU


Exercise 6
Look at the map of English Town and read the following directions. Can you work out where the journey
finishes? Use the example to help you.
Example: Go out of point A and turn left. At Palm Avenue, turn right. Take the first street on the left
and cross Green lane. You are in front of Central Shop. Where are you?
Answer = Point C
1) Go out of point B and turn right. At Palm Avenue, turn left. Take the first street on the
right. Go up Main Road and go straight ahead. Cross Green Lane. At Station Street, turn left
and then turn right. You are next to the tube station and the train station. Where are you?
2) Go out of the post office and turn left. Walk down Park Road and cross Station Street.
At Green Lane, turn left and then take the first right down Key Lane. You are next to the
hospital. Where are you?
3) Go out of Main Park and turn right down Green Lane. Take the first street on the left and
walk up Park Road. At Station Street, turn left. Walk down Station Street and take the first
turn on the left. Go down Main Road and take the second street on the left. Turn right. You
are in front of the church and next to the hospital. Where are you?
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Lesson 3: Directions

Exercise 7
Write directions and say how to get to one of the points on the map. Also describe the final location
using prepositions of place. Use the example in Exercise 6 to help you.
											
									
											
											
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.

.
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3.5

Lesson 3: Directions

Task Sheet 5

Out There task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partner(s) about locations. You are going to practice
giving directions to places – either real places or with reference to the map in the preparation material.
Forward the Self-study pack material to your Out There conversation partner(s) so they have a copy of
the map.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Give directions to your Out There conversation partner(s) and say how to get to different points on the
map. Also describe the final location using prepositions of place. Use the example in Exercise 6 to help you.
After that, listen to your partner(s) give you directions and tell them which points on the map you arrive at.
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3.6

Lesson 3: Directions

Answer Key

Task Sheet 1
1. a. next to; b. on; c. above; d. below; e. in; f. between; g. in front of; h. behind
Task Sheet 2
2. 1. True; 2. False; 3. False; 4. True; 5. False; 6. True; 7. False; 8. True
Task sheet 3
3. Example sentence: Main Park is between the hospital and Central Shop
Task Sheet 4
5. 1 on the left; 2 take the second street; 3 turn right; 4 cross the road
6. 1 Point D, 2 Point B; 3 Point A
7. See example in Exercise 6
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Lesson 4: House interiors

Lesson 4: House interiors
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 4

House interiors

To describe the
interior of houses

Prepositions of place and
furniture vocabulary

Writing, speaking,
listening

Self-study
1. Match the descriptions of the rooms on the left to the names of the rooms on the right.
2. Complete the sentences with names of different kinds of furniture.
3. Try to name the rooms from their descriptions using the vocabulary you have practised
above
4. Study the grammar for there is and there are. Use the grammar to complete the table.
5. Using prepositions of place describe the position of the balls in relation to the boxes or
tables.
6. Match the adjectives which describe rooms with their opposite.
7. Write a description of one of the rooms in your house
Out There
Describe three of the rooms in your house to your Out There conversation partner(s) and answer any
questions that they might ask you.
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4.1

Lesson 4: House interiors

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Match the descriptions to the names of rooms
A place where you sleep				

bathroom

A place where you cook				

garage

A place where you watch TV				

kitchen

A place where you have a shower			

lounge

A place where you work at home			

hall

A place where you eat					

bedroom

A place where you park your car			

study

A place just inside the front door			

dining room

Exercise 2
Use the furniture words from the box to complete the sentences below:

GLVKZDVKHUIULGJHZDVKLQJPDFKLQH
VLQNDUPFKDLU

ERRNVKHOIWDEOH

VRIDGHVN

1. At night I sleep in my _____________.
2. I have my dinner at the ____________.
3. I prepare my lessons at my _____________.
4. I put my dirty clothes in the _____________.
5. After I eat, I put my plate in the ___________.
6. I brush my teeth at the ___________.
7. I lie on the ____________ while I watch TV…
8. …or sit in an ___________ in the lounge.
9. I put food in the ______________.
10. I put all my books on the ___________.
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English for English Speakers - Elementary: Level 2

Lesson 4: House interiors

Exercise 3
Using the names of the rooms above and the names of the furniture, try to identify these two rooms
from their descriptions.
1. In this room, there are lots of bookshelves and there is a computer in the corner on a desk.
There is a small CD player so I can listen to music when I work.
Name of room ___________
2. In this room, there is a TV in the corner and a small table in front of it. There is a sofa and
two big armchairs where I sit when I watch TV.
Name of room ___________
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4.2

Lesson 4: House interiors

Task Sheet 2

Language note
In English, when we talk about the objects inside a place we always use there is to talk about one object
(singular) and there are to talk about more than one object (plural).
For example if you are talking about two chairs in a room you say “There are two chairs in the room”.
It is NOT NATURAL in English to say: “The room has two chairs”.
Exercise 4
Complete the table below with the positive, negative and question forms of there is / there are.


7KHUHLV



"

7KHUHDUH

7KHUHLV








,VWKHUH"

"
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English for English Speakers - Elementary: Level 2

Lesson 4: House interiors

Exercise 5
Use the prepositions of place below to describe the position of the blue ball.
DERYH

EHORZ

LQIURQWRI

EHKLQG

RQ

LQ

 D

 H

 E

 I

 F

 J

 G

 K

EHWZHHQ

QH[W WR
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4.3

Lesson 4: House interiors

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 6
Match the opposites of these adjectives that describe rooms.
ELJ




FRPIRUWDEOH

FROG



EDUH

FURZGHG



XJO\



SUHWW\

XQFRPIRUWDEOH

FRV\

PHVV\

WLG\

VPDOO

Now describe one of the rooms in your house. Practise using there is/there are, names of furniture and
the adjectives above. See the Answer key for an example.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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4.4

Lesson 4: House interiors

Task Sheet 4

Out There task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partner(s) about your home. Using There is… and
There are… and the adjectives and furniture words you have learned, you are going to describe three
of the rooms in your home.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell words and
phrases you don’t understand.
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4.5

Lesson 4: House interiors

Answer Key

Task Sheet 1
1. A place where you sleep = bedroom; A place where you cook = kitchen; A place where you
watch TV = lounge; A place where you have a shower = bathroom; A place where you work
at home = study; A place where you eat = dining room; A place where you park your car =
garage; A place just inside the front door= hall
2. At night I sleep in my bed; I have my dinner at the table; I prepare my lessons at my desk; I
put my dirty clothes in the washing machine; After I eat, I put my plate in the dishwasher;
I brush my teeth at the sink; I lie on the sofa while I watch TV; or sit in an armchair in the
lounge; I put food in the fridge; I put all my books on the bookshelf.
3. Room 1: study; Room 2: Lounge
Task Sheet 2
4. 1. There are; 2. There is not / There isn’t; 3. Are there…?
5. a. next to; b. on; c. above; d. below; e. in; f. between; g. in front of; h. behind
Task Sheet 3
6. Big ≠ Small; Cold ≠ Cosy; Crowded ≠ Bare; Ugly ≠ Pretty; Messy ≠ Tidy;
Comfortable ≠ Uncomfortable
Task Sheet 4
7. Answer will depend on the room you talk about.
Example: My dining room is big. There is a table and there are 12 chairs. There are bookshelves
and there are lots of books. The room is white and the furniture is black and red. It is a very
pretty room.
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Lesson 5: Family and relations
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 5

Family and
relations

To enable students
to discuss family

Family vocabulary,
possessives, ‘have got’

Speaking

Self-study
1. Look at the Green family tree and learn the family vocabulary.
2. Finish the sentences using the family vocabulary from the family tree
3. Practise using the expression “in-law” to talk about the family of your wife or husband.
4. Have a look at the correct way to use the possessive in English i.e., ’s. Try using it to change
some sentences which are not correct.
5. Draw your family tree like the Green family tree. If you have a big family then don’t put all
your uncles, aunts and cousins. Just the ones you see all the time!
6. Write about your family using the verb “have got” and the vocabulary you have learnt in this
lesson.
Out There
Describe your family to your English conversation partner. Listen to the description of his/her family
and draw the family tree. Ask him/her some questions about his/her family.
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5.1

Lesson 5: Family and relations

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Look at the family tree for Jeff and Sue Green and learn the family vocabulary.

Sue is Jeff’s wife and Josie and Sam’s mother.
Jeff is Sue’s husband and Josie and Sam’s father.
Sue and Jeff are Josie and Sam’s parents.
Peter and Annie are Sue’s parents.
Jenny is Jeff’s sister.
Josie is Sue and Jeff’s daughter. Sam is their son.
Josie is Sam’s sister. Sam is Josie’s brother.
Peter is Josie and Sam’s grandfather. Annie is their grandmother.
Peter and Annie are Josie and Sam’s grandparents.
Josie is Peter and Annie’s granddaughter. Sam is their grandson.
Ralph and Alan are Sue’s brothers and Josie and Sam’s uncles.
Jenny and Sally are Josie and Sam’s aunts.
Josie is Jenny, Ralph, Alan and Sally’s niece. Sam is their nephew.
Natasha and Ryan are Josie and Sam’s cousins.
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5.2

Lesson 5: Family and relations

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 2
Look at the family tree for Jeff and Sue and finish the sentences.
e.g. Natasha is Ryan’s sister.
1. Ryan is Natasha’s ____________
2. Sue is Natasha’s ____________
3. Jeff is Ryan’s ____________
4. Annie is Ryan’s ____________
5. Peter is Sue’s ___________
6. Ryan is Jeff ’s ____________
7. Natasha is Jeff ’s ____________
8. Jenny is Natasha’s __________
9. Arthur is Sam’s __________
10. Louise is Jeff ’s __________
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Lesson 5: Family and relations

Exercise 3
We can also talk about the family of our husband or wife using the expression ‘in-law’
For example, my wife’s brother is my ‘brother-in-law’ and my mother is my wife’s ‘mother-in-law’.
Use the expression ‘in-law’ for the exercise below.
1. Ralph and Alan are Jeff ’s ____________
2. Sally is Ralph and Sue’s ____________
3. Arthur is Sue’s ____________
4. Louise is Sue’s ___________
5. Jeff is Peter’s ____________
6. Sue is Arthur’s ____________
Notice the use of ’s for possession: Natasha is Ryan’s sister. We do NOT say ‘She is the sister of Ryan’.
Singular noun(s) + ’s My friend’s house.
Plural noun + ’ My parents’ house.

Exercise 4
These phrases are incorrect. Write them in the correct POSSESSIVE form.
The house of my uncle

My uncle’s house

The car of my parents
The job of my sister
The car of my friend
The flat of Paul
The favourite colour of Jon
The new computers of my friends
The umbrella of my uncle
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5.3

Lesson 5: Family and relations

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 5
Draw your family tree. If you have a big family then don’t put all your uncles, aunts and cousins. Just
the ones you see all the time!

Now write about your family.
e.g. I have got one brother and two sisters. My brother’s name is Jack….
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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5.4

Lesson 5: Family and relations

Task Sheet 4

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about your family. Using I have… and
the family words you have been practising in the preparation material, explain your family tree to your
partner(s), e.g. I have 3 sisters. Their names are Trish, Jen and Pippa.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell words and
phrases you don’t understand.
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Lesson 5: Family and relations

Ready?
Ask your Out There conversation partners to describe their family tree. Ask them some questions about
their families.
Example questions
1. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
2. What is the name of your brother/sister etc.?
3. Where do your brothers and sisters/parents etc. live?
4. What does your brother do?
If you can, draw your Out There conversation partner’s family tree in the space provided below.
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Answer Key

Task Sheet 2
2. Ryan is Natasha’s brother; Sue is Natasha’s aunt; Jeff is Ryan’s uncle; Annie is Ryan’s
grandmother; Peter is Sue’s father; Ryan is Jeff ’s nephew; Natasha is Jeff ’s niece; Jenny is
Natasha’s aunt; Arthur is Sam’s grandfather; Louise is Jeff ’s mother
3. Ralph and Alan are Jeff ’s brothers-in-law; Sally is Ralph and Sue’s sister-in-law; Arthur is
Sue’s father-in-law; Louise is Sue’s mother-in-law; Jeff is Peter’s son-in-law; Sue is Arthur’s
daughter-in-law
4. My parents’ car; My sister’s job; My friend’s car; Paul’s flat; Jon’s favourite colour; My friends’
new computers; My uncle’s umbrella.
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Lesson 6: Activities and social life
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 6

Activities and
social life

To talk about what you like
doing and how often

Like doing, adverbs
of frequency, time
expressions

Speaking, listening

Self-study
1. Look at the list of activities in Exercise 1 on Task Sheet 1. Tick the activities that you like
doing and cross the things you don’t like doing.
2. Now look at the expressions in Expression Box 1 which will help you say how much you like
doing these activities (Exercise 2). Now put the activities from Exercise 1 in the order that
you enjoy doing them.
3. Look at the list of expressions in Exercise 3. These are all expressions that we use in English
to describe how often we do an activity.
4. Choose from the six expressions in Expression Box 2. See if you can put them in the six
spaces in Exercise 3.
5. Look back at your list of activities that you like doing from Exercise 1. Now for Exercise 5
on Task Sheet 2, write in the space next to the activity how often you like doing the activity.
6. Using all of the expressions you have learnt, write three sentences about activities you
like doing. Say how much you like them and how often you do them. Try to add some
extra information like where you do it and how often you do it. Also remember to look at
Grammar Box 1 to see how to use the expressions.
7. Read about Angelica on Task Sheet 3 and then fill in the table with her information.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners about the activities you enjoy doing. Say how much you like
doing these activities, how often you do them and some extra information. After that, listen to the five
activities they like doing and fill in the table.
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Lesson 6: Activities and social life

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
What do you like doing? Look at this list and tick R all the things you like doing and cross Q all the
things you don’t like doing.
1. going to school/work		

☐

2. seeing your friends		

☐

3. seeing a film			

☐

4. going out for a drink		

☐

5. going out for a meal		

☐

6. going for a run		

☐

7. cooking dinner		

☐

8. going to the gym		

☐

Exercise 2
How much do you like doing these activities? Here are some expressions you can use to say how much
you like doing something. Put the activities from Exercise 1 in the order in which you like them.
Expression Box 1
			

adore (= really, really like)

			

love (= really like)

			

like

			

don’t really like

			

don’t like

			

hate (= really don’t like)

			

can’t stand (= really, really don’t like)

(See Grammar Box 1 in Exercise 6 to see how to use these expressions)
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Task Sheet 2

Exercise 3
Look at the different ways you can talk about how often you do something in English.
*HQHUDO7LPH([SUHVVLRQ

6SHFLILF7LPH([SUHVVLRQ

$GYHUERIIUHTXHQF\

HYHU\GD\

LQWKHPRUQLQJ

DOZD\V

RQFH D  ZHHN 





LQWKH  DIWHUQRRQ







RIWHQ

WZLFHDIRUWQLJKW ZHHNV

LQWKHHYHQLQJ

VRPHWLPHV

WKUHHWLPHVDPRQWK

DWQLJKW

QRWYHU\RIWHQ


(See Grammar Box 1 in Exercise 6 to see how to use these expressions.)
Exercise 4
Take the six expressions from the box below and put them in the six spaces above.
Expression Box 2
four times a + year
never			
				

on + the weekend		
hardly ever
every other + week
on + Mondays
(= one week yes, one week no)

(See Grammar Box 1 in Exercise 6 to see how to use these expressions)
Exercise 5
Using the expressions from Exercise 3 and 4 write next to the activities you like doing how often you
do those activities.
1. going to school/work		

*

___________________________

2. seeing your friends		

*

___________________________

3. seeing a film			

*

___________________________

4. going out for a drink		

*

___________________________

5. going out for a meal		

*

___________________________

6. going for a run		

*

___________________________

7. cooking dinner		

*

___________________________

8. going to the gym		

*

___________________________
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Task Sheet 3

Exercise 6
Now use all of the expressions you have learnt to make three sentences about three of the activities you
like doing. Remember to say how much you like the activity and how often you do it. Also add some
extra information about the activity like where you do it or who you do it with.
Look at Grammar Box 1 for the rules on how to use the expressions.
Example sentences:	I love going to the cinema. I go to the cinema every week and I go with my
girlfriend.
			

I hate going to the gym. I never go to the gym because it is very boring.
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Grammar Box 1
Saying how much you like something
All the expressions such as adore, despise etc. have a -ing verb after them.
e.g. adore + going, despise + seeing
Saying how often you do something
If you use a time expression, it goes at the end of the sentence. e.g. I go to the cinema every other week.
If you use an adverb of frequency, it goes before the verb. e.g. I hardly ever go out for a meal.
If the verb is ‘to be’, then it goes before the verb e.g. I am always late.

Your 3 sentences
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 7
Read about Angelica and then fill in the table with her information.
My name is Angelica and I am Spanish. I live in Bilbao with my boyfriend. I adore exercise and I go
to the gym every day in the centre of Bilbao. I also love going to the cinema. I go three or four times a
week when my boyfriend is working late. I like seeing my friends on the weekend and we often meet up
on a Friday night and go for cocktails. I love going for cocktails! I like cooking but I never cook dinner
because my boyfriend is a professional chef!
+RZRIWHQGRHVVKHGR
LW"

+RZPXFKGRHVVKH
OLNHLW"

([WUDLQIRUPDWLRQ

JRRXWIRUDGULQN
JRWRWKHJ\P
VHHDILOP
VHHKHUIULHQGV
FRRNGLQQHU

Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Task Sheet 4

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about activities you enjoy. Using the
adverbs of frequency you have been practising, say how often you do these activities, e.g. I always play
tennis on Saturday morning.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell words and
phrases you don’t understand.
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Ready?
Now ask your Out There conversation partners about the activities they enjoy and fill in the table below.
Remember, you will need to ask questions like these:
How often do you…go out for a drink?
How much do you like it?
$FWLYLW\

+RZRIWHQGRHV\RXU
SDUWQHUGRLW"

+RZPXFKGRHV\RXU
SDUWQHUOLNHLW"

JRRXWIRUDGULQN
JRWRWKHJ\P
VHHDILOP
VHH\RXUIULHQGV
FRRNGLQQHU

Can you tell me about some activities you enjoy doing?
How often do you do it?
How much do you like it?
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Answer Key

Task Sheet 2
3. 1. Frequency + Time Period = Four times a + year & Every other + week;
2. Specific time/day = On + the weekend & On + Mondays;
3. Adverb of frequency = Hardly ever & Never.
Task Sheet 3
7. go out for a drink = love, every Friday, drinks cocktails with friends; go to the gym = adore,
every day, in the centre of Bilbao; see a film = love, 3 or 4 times a week, when her boyfriend
works late; see her friends = like, on the weekend/on Fridays, they go for cocktails;
cook dinner = like, never, her boyfriend is a professional chef.
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Lesson 7: School
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 7

School

To talk about your school years

School vocabulary,
expressing rules using
had to and couldn’t

Reading, speaking,
listening

Self-study
1. Task Sheet 1, Exercise 1. Read the text about John’s school experiences. Complete the table
about his schools. Check your answers in the key.
2. Task Sheet 1, Exercise 2. Decide which phrase in each list is wrong. Check your answer in
the key.
3. Task Sheet 2, Exercise 1. Decide which school subject each person is talking about. Check
your answer in the key.
4. Task Sheet 2, Exercise 2. Read the text about a school day and decide how many hours the
pupils studied every day. Then underline the sentences describing school rules, and make
notes about rules at your school, using “had to” and “couldn’t”.
5. Task Sheet 3. Put the words in order to make questions about school. Check your answers in
the key.
6. Preparation for the Out There task. Be ready to talk about your own education, and prepare
questions to ask your conversation partners.
Out There
Talk to your Out There conversation partners about your time at school, and ask them questions about
their experiences at school.
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Lesson 7: School

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Read John’s account of his experience at school in England and make notes in the table.
Then check your answers in the Answer Key.
Age

School

Subjects or activities

When I was three I went to nursery school. We didn’t have to work. We spent all day playing games and drawing pictures.
It was great fun and I loved it. In the afternoon all the children had to lie down and have a rest, and then at the end of
the day the teacher always told us a story before we went home.
I started primary school when I was five. The children still played a lot, but we had to do more work too. We learned to
read and write, and we did arithmetic. I loved that because I’m good at working with numbers. Sometimes we had little
tests, and my marks were always top for number-work. My favourite lesson was cooking. I remember once we made
chocolate biscuits for our parents.
At eleven we moved to secondary school. That was a much bigger school, and at first it was frightening. In my school
we had to wear a uniform – a blue sweater and grey trousers. Studying was more serious. We had different teachers
for each subject and they gave us a lot of homework. My favourite subjects were science and computer technology. I
spent 5 years at secondary school, and there were a lot of important exams.
Some people left school to get a job when they were sixteen, but I moved to the local college to do my A-level exams
in biology, maths and English. I passed them when I was eighteen, and then I went to university to study medicine for
6 years. Now I’m a doctor.
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Lesson 7: School

Exercise 2
One phrase in each group is wrong. Underline the mistake. Then check your answers in the Answer Key.
4. Tell a story

1. Pass an exam
Make an exam

Read a story

Fail an exam

Say a story

Do an exam
5. Wear a uniform for school
Put on a uniform for school

2. Attend school

Use a uniform for school

Go to school
Visit school

360°
thinking

3. Do homework
Make homework

.

Write homework

360°
thinking

.

360°
thinking

.
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7.2

Lesson 7: School

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 3
What was your favourite school subject?
Read the following texts and decide which school subject each person is talking about. Then check your
answers in the key.
1. I loved learning about things that happened in the past. I wasn’t very interested in kings and
queens. I wanted to know how normal people lived hundreds of yours ago – what they ate
and wore, what their houses were like.
2. I liked doing experiments with electricity and things. We once made a little hot air balloon,
and it went up about 10 metres. It was very exciting.
3. I was interested in learning about other places in the world – the climate, the people, and
how different places are.
4. When I was eight years old I went to France, but I couldn’t understand a word of French. I
decided I wanted to be able to speak to people in different countries. So I studied French,
German and Russian.
5. I loved anything to do with computers. We had a good computer suite at school, and I
learned basic programming.
6. I liked learning about living things. I was interested in plants and animals, and we studied
both. But I didn’t like cutting up dead animals.
7. I liked anything logical, particularly working with numbers – arithmetic, algebra, geometry.
8. I loved drawing and painting, so that was my favourite subject.
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Exercise 4
Read this text about Mary’s day in school. How many hours did the pupils study each day?
At secondary school we had to arrive at quarter to nine in the morning. If we were late, we couldn’t go into class until the
second lesson, and we got a black mark on our report. If we behaved badly in class, the teacher punished us. Sometimes
we had to do extra work or stay in school for an hour at the end of the day.
Twice a week we had a school assembly for all the pupils in the hall, and the head teacher gave us school news. We had
lessons all morning until half past twelve, and then we had lunch. Some people had lunch in the school canteen, but
the food was horrible, so I always took sandwiches. We couldn’t eat or drink in class. In the lunch hour we had to go out
into the playground, but if it was raining we could sit in the classroom and talk.
In the afternoon we had lessons until 3.30. On Friday afternoons we had to do PE (physical education) or games. I enjoyed
playing basketball, and it was a good way to finish the week. We always got a lot of homework to do in the evenings,
especially when we were preparing for exams.

Had to/couldn’t
Mary talks about school rules.
• We had to arrive at quarter to nine.		

(have to/had to + verb = obligation)

• We couldn’t eat in the classroom		

(can’t/couldn’t + verb = prohibition)

Underline other examples of rules in the text. Check your answers in the Answer Key.
When you were at school, were there any rules?
Make notes about rules at your school, using “have to” and “can’t” (in the past if you have finished school!)
I had to…………					I couldn’t……….
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7.3

Lesson 7: School

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 5
Here are some questions about school. Put the words in the correct order.
e.g. you school did to go ? = Did you go to school?
1. go did Where school to you?			

____________________________________

2. did many go How you schools to?		

____________________________________

3. were How school you you when started old?

____________________________________

4. old you How finished were you school when? ____________________________________
5. you wear to uniform Did a have?		

____________________________________

6. your What subjects favourite were?		

____________________________________

7. subjects What you hate did?			

____________________________________

8. teacher Did punish ever you the?		

____________________________________

9. start time morning did the you school What in?____________________________________
10. every many you How study day did hours?

____________________________________

11. have age did important you exams What?

____________________________________

12. sport you at do school Did?			

____________________________________

Now check your answers in the Answer Key.
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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7.4

Lesson 7: School

Task Sheet

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about your experience of school, and ask
them about their experience of school.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Look at the texts on Task Sheets 1 and 2. Make notes so that you are ready to talk about your own
experiences in the same way. (Remember if you are still at school, you need the present, not the past tense).
Then think of questions to ask your conversation partners about their schools. You can use some of the
questions from the preparation material, and add your own.
Be ready to talk about the different schools you went to, the subjects you studied, the school timetable
and the school rules.
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Lesson 7: School

Answer Key
1.

$JH

6FKRRO

6XEMHFWVRUDFWLYLWLHV

WR

1XUVHU\VFKRRO

3OD\LQJJDPHVGUDZLQJSLFWXUHVKDYLQJD
UHVWOLVWHQLQJWRVWRULHV

WR

3ULPDU\VFKRRO

5HDGLQJZULWLQJDULWKPHWLFFRRNLQJWHVWV
SOD\LQJ

WR

6HFRQGDU\VFKRRO

6FLHQFHFRPSXWHUWHFKQRORJ\H[DPV

WR

/RFDOFROOHJH

%LRORJ\PDWKV(QJOLVK$OHYHOH[DPV

WR

8QLYHUVLW\

0HGLFLQH

2. 1 Make an exam 2 Visit school 3 Make homework 4 Say a story 5 Use a uniform for school
3. 1 history 2 physics 3 geography 4 languages 5 intermediate technology (IT) 6 biology
7 mathematics (maths) 8 art
4. Mary studied from 8.45–12.30 and from 1.30–3.30 (5 hours 45 minutes each day)
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Mary: “At secondary school we had to arrive at quarter to nine in the morning. If we were late, we
couldn’t go into class until the second lesson, and we got a black mark on our report. If we behaved
badly in class, the teacher punished us. Sometimes we had to do extra work or stay in school for an
hour at the end of the day.
“Twice a week we had a school assembly for all the pupils in the hall, and the head teacher gave us
school news. We had lessons all morning until half past twelve, and then we had lunch. Some people
had lunch in the school canteen, but the food was horrible, so I always took sandwiches. We couldn’t
eat or drink in class. In the lunch hour we had to go out into the playground, but if it was raining we
could sit in the classroom and talk.
“In the afternoon we had lessons until 3.30. On Friday afternoons we had to do PE (physical education)
or games. I enjoyed playing basketball, and it was a good way to finish the week. We always got a lot of
homework to do in the evenings, especially when we were preparing for exams.”
5. Where did you go to school?
How many schools did you go to?
How old were you when you started school?
How old were you when you finished school?
Did you have to wear a uniform?
What were your favourite subjects?
What subjects did you hate?
Did the teacher ever punish you?
What time did you start school in the morning?
How many hours did you study every day?
What age did you have important exams?
Did you do sport at school?
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Lesson 8: My home town
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 8

My home town

To describe towns and facilities

Town amenities, present
simple questions

Speaking, listening

Self-study
1. Read the description of where Martin comes from on Task Sheet 1. We call the place a
person comes from their home town. Martin’s home town is London.
2. Match the definitions to the numbered words in the description of Martin’s home town on
Task Sheet 1.
3. Answer the questions about Martin’s home town on Task Sheet 1. Answer the questions in
full sentences and try not to read the description again.
4. Look at the definitions of vocabulary used to describe people’s home towns on Task Sheet 2.
Fill in the missing letters to guess the words.
5. Look at the expressions in the four categories on Task Sheet 3. Try to add one expression to
each of the four categories from the box.
6. Write about your hometown in the space provided on Task Sheet 3 using the expressions
you have learnt and following the example given.
Out There
Talk to your Out There conversation partners and tell them about your home town using your description
from Exercise 6. Then ask them some questions about their home town using the questions provided.
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Lesson 8: My home town

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Read the description below:
Talking about your home town
My name is Martin and I live in London. In fact, I live right in the centre of London. There are lots of shops, offices
and 1) flats in front of my house. The shops include a bank, 2) a newsagent, 3) a chemist, a post office, a card shop, a
clothes shop and 4) a hairdresser. There is also a market near my house that is open at lunchtime with many 5) stalls
including a flower stall and a fruit stall. There are several cafés, 6) pubs and restaurants and there is also a shop which
sells London’s famous food: fish and chips. Behind my house there is a school and down the road there is a park. There
is lots of 7) public transport near my house because the house is near a bus stop and there is also 8) a Tube station and
a train station a short walk away.
My area is very 9) busy in the day because of all the offices and shops nearby but there are not many other houses so it
is very 10) peaceful in the evenings and at weekends. I love living there because in the summer I can walk to the park
or spend time in my garden and relax in the sun.

Exercise 2:

Look at the description above and match the numbered words with their definitions below:

DQHZVDJHQW

YHU\TXLHWLWPDNHV\RX
IHHOUHOD[HG

DFKHPLVW

VPDOOWDEOHVLQWKHPDUNHW
ZKHUH\RXSXWWKHWKLQJV
\RXZDQWWRVHOO

D7XEHVWDWLRQ

VRPHZKHUH\RXFDQEX\
DQHZVSDSHURUD
PDJD]LQH

DKDLUGUHVVHU

DVKRSZKHUH\RXFDQ
EX\PHGLFLQH

IODWV

ZD\VWRWUDYHOWKDW
HYHU\RQHFDQXVHLIWKH\
SD\

EXV\

SHDFHIXO

WKH%ULWLVKZRUGIRU
DSDUWPHQWV

SXEV

SXEOLFWUDQVSRUW

WKH%ULWLVKQDPHIRUDQ
XQGHUJURXQGVWDWLRQ

VWDOOV
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LWGHVFULEHVZKHQSHRSOH
KDYHORWVWRGRRUDORWLV
KDSSHQLQJ
DVKRSZKHUH\RXSD\
VRPHRQHWRFXWRUVW\OH
\RXUKDLU
WKH%ULWLVKQDPHIRUDEDU
ZKHUH\RXFDQEX\
DOFRKRO

English for English Speakers - Elementary: Level 2

8.2

Lesson 8: My home town

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 3
Answer the questions about Martin’s home town using full sentences:
1. Where does Martin live?
2. What kinds of shops are there near Martin’s house?
3. When is the market open?
4. What kind of transport is there near Martin’s house?
5. When is Martin’s home town busy?
6. Why does Martin love living in his home town?

I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�
I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�

Real work
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements

�e Graduate Programme
for Engineers and Geoscientists

Maersk.com/Mitas
www.discovermitas.com

Ma

Month 16
I was a construction
Mo
supervisor
ina const
I was
the North Sea super
advising and the No
he
helping
foremen advis
ssolve
problems
Real work
he
helping
fo
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements
ssolve pr
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Lesson 8: My home town

Exercise 4
Read the definitions and fill in the missing letters to guess the words used to describe people’s home towns:

VBSBBPBBNHW

DVKRSZKHUH\RXFDQEX\HYHU\WKLQJIURPFORWKHVWR
IRRGRUHYHQ&'SOD\HUV

GBOBFBWHBBHQ

DVKRSZKHUH\RXFDQEX\YHU\KLJKTXDOLW\DQG
H[SHQVLYHPHDWDQGFKHHVH

JUBBQBBRFBBV
EBBFKBBV

DVKRSZKHUH\RXFDQRQO\EX\IUXLWDQGYHJHWDEOHV
DVKRSZKHUH\RXFDQRQO\EX\PHDW

KBVSBBDO

WKHSODFH\RXJRZKHQ\RXKDYHDVHULRXVPHGLFDO
SUREOHP

GBFWBBV¶VBBJBB\

WKHSODFHZKHUH\RXJRZKHQ\RXKDYHDPLQRU
PHGLFDOSUREOHP

IBBHVWBWBBQ
SBOBFHVWBBLRQ
GBQWBBV¶VBBJBB\
FKBBFK

WKHSODFHZKHUHILUHPHQZRUN
WKHSODFHZKHUHSROLFHZRUN
WKHSODFHZKHUH\RXJRLI\RXKDYHDSUREOHPZLWK
\RXUWHHWK
WKHSODFHZKHUH\RXJRWRWKLQNDERXW*RG
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8.3

Lesson 8: My home town

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 5
Study the expressions below and add one more expression to each category from the box underneath:

/RFDWLRQ

7\SHRIWRZQ

)DFLOLWLHV

$WPRVSKHUH

LQWKHQRUWK

LQGXVWULDO

PXVHXP

IXQ

LQWKHHDVW

KLVWRULFDO

VKRSSLQJFHQWUH

OLYHO\

LQWKHVRXWK

PRGHUQ

KRVSLWDO

UHOD[LQJ

LQWKHZHVW

FRXQWU\VLGH

VFKRRO

EXV\









FHQWUDO
FDOP

FDUSDUN




FRVPRSROLWDQ

Exercise 6
Write something about your home town using the expressions above. Follow the example given. You
will use this description as part of your Out There task.
e.g. I am from Barcelona. Barcelona is the capital of Catalonia and it is in the south of Spain. It is a very
cosmopolitan city and there are all kinds of shops and facilities. It is a very lively and fun city.
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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8.4

Lesson 8: My home town

Task Sheet 4

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about your home town and ask them
about their home town.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
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Lesson 8: My home town

Ready?
First, look at Exercise 6 to help you to talk about your home town.
Use the questions below (and any more you can think of) to find out about the places your partners
come from:
Where do you live?
Is it in the north, south, east or west?
Do you live in a town, in the countryside, or in the centre of a city?
Is your home town industrial, historical or modern?
What facilities does it have?
What is the atmosphere like?
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Lesson 8: My home town

Answer Key
2. a newsagent: somewhere you can buy a newspaper or a magazine
a Tube station: the British name for an underground station
flats: the British word for apartments
peaceful: very quiet, it makes you feel relaxed
public transport: ways to travel that everyone can use if they pay
a chemist: a shop where you can buy medicine
a hairdresser: a shop where you pay someone to cut or style your hair
busy: it describes when people have lots to do or a lot is happening
pubs: the British name for a bar where you can buy alcohol
stalls: small tables in the market where you put the things you want to sell
3. 1) Martin lives in London
2) There is a bank, a newsagent, a chemist, a mobile phone shop, a card shop, a clothes shop
and a hairdresser near his house
3) The market is open at lunchtime
4) There are buses, tube trains and trains near Martin’s house
5) Martin’s hometown is busy during the day
6) Martin loves living in London because in the summer he can walk to the park or spend
time in his garden and relax in the sun
4. 1) supermarket
2) delicatessen
3) greengrocers
4) butchers
5) hospital
6) doctors’ surgery
7) fire station
8) police station
9) dentists’ surgery
10) church
5. 1) central
2) cosmopolitan
3) car park
4) calm
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Lesson 9: Clothes
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 9

Clothes

To talk about clothes
and accessories

Clothes and accessories,
materials and colours

Listening, writing,
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about the clothes you are wearing. Can you describe them in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. Match the clothes and accessories with the pictures.
3. Listen to the man describing his clothes and write down what you hear.
4. Exercise 4. Look at the picture and write a description of what the woman is wearing.
5. Look at Task Sheet 2. Match the materials and the colours to the clothes and accessories.
6. Write sentences about the pictures.
7. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Talk to your Out There partners about your favourite clothes and accessories. Explain why you like them.
Ask your Out There partners about their favourite clothes and accessories. Use the questions in Exercise 7
to help you.
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9.1

Lesson 9: Clothes

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Clothes and accessories:
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Lesson 9: Clothes

Match the clothes and accessories in the picture with the nouns below:
K

D FRDW

F

DMDFNHW

F

VKRHV

F

WUDLQHUV

F

DVFDUI

F

DZDWFK

F

JODVVHV

F

VXQJODVVHV

F

VRFNV

F

ERRWV

F

JORYHV

F

DVXLW

F

DWLH

F

DVKLUW

F

DEHOW

F

DVNLUW

F

DGUHVV

F

WURXVHUV

F

MHDQV

F

VKRUWV

F

DWRS

F

D7VKLUW

F

QHFNODFH

F

DKDW

VZHDWHUMXPSHU F

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Lesson 9: Clothes

Exercise 2
Listen to the man in the audio describing his clothes and answer this question:
Why is the man wearing a suit?
Listen again. Write down the clothes and accessories that you hear:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 3
Listen and repeat all of the clothes and accessories in Exercise 1.
Language note
a pair of
We can use a pair of with some clothes and accessories when they have two separate or connected parts, e.g. a
pair of socks/shoes, a pair of shorts/trousers, a pair of glasses/sunglasses.
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Exercise 4
Now write a description of what the woman in the picture is wearing:

The woman is wearing
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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9.2

Lesson 9: Clothes

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 5
Match the materials and the colours to the clothes and accessories:
ZRRO
EOXH

OHDWKHU FRWWRQGHQLP

ZKLWH

EODFN

JUHHQ

UHG

SODVWLF
SXUSOH

JROG

IXU

VLOYHU VLON

SLQN

JUH\

RUDQJHEURZQ

DVKRHV

IJODVVHV

EMXPSHU

JWLH

FMDFNHW

KVNLUW

GZDWFK

LVXLW

HQHFNODFH

MFRDW

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Language note
We can use ‘made of’ to talk about materials, e.g. ‘My skirt is made of cotton.’
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Lesson 9: Clothes

Exercise 6
Write sentences about the pictures, e.g. ‘My favourite shoes are made of brown leather.’
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
Listen to some example sentences. Point to the correct picture.
Exercise 7
Think about your favourite clothes and accessories. You are going to describe them and talk about them
to your Out There conversation partner. Write some notes here to help you. Think about these questions:
1. What material are they made of?
2. What colour are they?
3. Where did you get them?
4. When do you wear them?
5. Why do you like them?
6. Were they expensive or do they have sentimental value?
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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9.3

Lesson 9: Clothes

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
Think about your favourite clothes and accessories. You are going to describe them and talk about them
to your Out There conversation partners.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.

.
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Lesson 10: Describing people

Ready?
Tell your Out There partners about your favourite clothes and accessories. Explain why you like them.
Use the notes that you made in Exercise 7 to help you.
Ask your Out There partners about their favourite clothes and accessories. Use the questions in Exercise 7
to help you.
Do they have any clothes or accessories with sentimental value? Ask them to tell you about them.
Out There notes
New words and expressions
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9.4

Lesson 10: Describing people

Answer Key
1. a) a coat; b) a jacket; c) shoes; d) trainers; e) a scarf; f) socks; g) boots; h) a hat; i) gloves;
j) a suit; k) a tie; l) a shirt; m) a skirt; n) a dress; o) trousers; p) jeans; q) shorts; r) a top;
s) a T-shirt; t) a sweater/jumper; u) a belt; v) a watch; w) glasses; x) sunglasses; y) necklace
2. Because he is going to a job interview.
suit; shirt; socks; shoes; belt; tie; jeans; T-shirt
5.

DVKRHV±OHDWKHUEURZQ

IJODVVHV±SODVWLFEODFN

EMXPSHU±ZRROUHGZKLWH

JWLH±VLONSXUSOHJUHHQSLQN

FMDFNHW±GHQLPEOXH

KVNLUW±FRWWRQ ZRRO RUDQJH\HOORZSLQN

GZDWFK±JROGZKLWH\HOORZ JROG 

LVXLW±OLQHQZKLWH

HQHFNODFH±VLOYHUJUH\ VLOYHU 

MFRDW±ZRROIXUJUH\ZKLWH

1 a; 2 b; 3 j; 4 h; 5 c; 6 f; 7 g; 8 d; 9 e; 10 i
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Lesson 10: Describing people
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 10

Making plans

To talk about making plans

Going to

Listening, reading,
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about the things you plan to do today and at the weekend. Can you talk about them
in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to learn to use ‘going to’ to talk about future plans.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about future plans.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Talk about your future plans with your Out There conversation partner.
Ask your Out There conversation partner about their future plans
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10.1

Lesson 10: Describing people

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Making plans:

Match the verbs below to the pictures:
JRIRUDPHDO OLVWHQWRPXVLFSOD\ DFRPSXWHUJDPHJRRQDSODQHJRVNLLQJ
JRWRWKHFLQHPDUHDGDERRNJHWPDUULHGJRVKRSSLQJVHQGDWH[W
D

I

E

J

F

K

G

L

H

M

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Lesson 10: Describing people

Exercise 2
Grammar note
We use ‘be going to + verb’ to talk about plans we have made e.g. I am
going to go to the cinema tonight. Would you like to come?

Look at the pictures in Exercise 1 again. Which things are you going to do today? Write sentences.
Example: I am going to read a book.
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 3
Carlos is a student who has moved to South Africa. He has sent a letter to his friend Luis explaining
what he is planning to do to improve his English while he is away. Listen to his friend reading the letter
and make a list of the things Carlos plans to do.
Example: He’s going to visit the local university.
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
Now read the letter in the Answer Key to check your answers.
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10.2

Lesson 10: Describing people

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Talking about your plans for the future.
Read the emails about future plans and mark the statements True [T] or False [F]:

> Apply now
redefine your future
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Lesson 10: Describing people

1. Frankie is going to get married.
2. Lola wants to get fit.
3. Maria and Chas smoke.
4. Lola is going to give up smoking.
5. Lola works at a cycle shop.
6. Phil enjoys his job.
7. Phil would like a different job.
8. Pete is skiing.
9. Phil wants Kitty to book a holiday.
10. Phil doesn’t get along with Pete.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 5
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box:
ORVHZHLJKWKDYHDEDE\PRYHKRXVHJLYHXSVPRNLQJ
LPSURYH\RXU(QJOLVKJRJRWRWKHFLQHPDKDYHP\KDLUFXW

1. We’re going to go to the cinema this evening to watch the new James Bond film.
2. My sister _________________! I can’t wait to be an uncle.
3. I’m ___________________ this summer. I don’t fit into my bikini.
4. Where ___________________ for your next holiday?
5. How ____________________ this summer? Are you going to spend some time in an
English-speaking country?
6. He’s _________________ in the autumn. He has a new job and it is too far to travel from
here.
7. I’m ______________________ at 3.00 pm. It’s too long.
8. John is _______________________ because it’s expensive and unhealthy.
Listen and check your answers.
What plans do you have for the future? Write notes. Can you explain your reasons for the plans?
You are going to talk about your future plans with your Out There conversation partners.
Think about these questions:
1. What are you going to do today?
2. What are you going to do this weekend?
3. What are you going to do before the end of this year?
Think about these topics:
Work, study, enjoying yourself, holidays, travel, your appearance, money, your family, your health
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Lesson 10: Describing people

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk about your future plans with your Out There conversation partner. Think about
the plans you have for today and plans you have for the future in general. Also think about the reasons
why you have these plans.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
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Think about these questions:
1. What are you going to do today?
2. What are you going to do this weekend?
3. What are you going to do before the end of this year?
Think about these topics:
Work, study, enjoying yourself, holidays, travel, your appearance, money, your family
Ready?
Tell your conversation partner about your future plans.
Ask your Out There conversation partner to tell you about any plans they have for the future. Use the
questions and topics in Exercise 5 to help you.
Ask your partner to explain any words you don’t understand.
Are your plans similar?
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. a) get married; b) go to the cinema; c) read a book; d) listen to music; e) go for a meal; f) go
skiing; g) go on a plane; h) send a text; I) play a computer game; j) go shopping
3.
Dear Luis,
How are you? How are the lessons going? I arrived in Cape Town a couple of weeks ago and it’s fantastic.
It’s such a beautiful city! I’m living in a small flat near the harbour. From the balcony I have a view of the sea
and from the kitchen window I can see Table Mountain.
You know that I came here to continue my English studies. I haven’t started any courses yet but tomorrow
I’m going to visit the local university to see if it offers any part-time English courses. I’m also going to try to
get a part–time job in a café or restaurant because then I can speak English a lot more. I’m going to listen
to the radio a lot because I still find listening to English quite difficult.
I’m going to read too. I’m going to read a newspaper every day and I’m also going to buy some novels and
read them in English. Do you know any good English novels? I’m also going to write a weblog in English –
that’s a good way to practise my written English. I hope you’re going to read it on the internet!
Hope to hear from you soon,
Carlos

4. 1. F; 2. T; 3. T; 4. T; 5. F; 6. F; 7. T; 8. F; 9. T; 10. F
5. 1. We’re going to go to the cinema this evening to watch the new James Bond film.
2. My sister is going to have a baby! I can’t wait to be an uncle.
3. I’m going to lose weight this summer. I don’t fit into my bikini.
4. Where are you going to go for your next holiday?
5. How are you going to improve your English this summer? Are you going to spend some
time in an English-speaking country?
6. He’s going to move house in the autumn. He has a new job and it is too far to travel from here.
7. I’m going to have my hair cut at 3.00 pm. It’s too long.
8. John is going to give up smoking because it’s expensive and unhealthy.
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Lesson 11: Talking about the past
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 11

Talking about
the past

To talk about the past
using the past simple

Past simple

Listening, reading,
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about the things you did last weekend. Can you talk about them in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to learn to talk about the past using the past simple
tense.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about the past.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Talk to your Out There conversation partners about things they did at specific times in the past.
Ask your Out There conversation partners to tell you about what they did at specific times in the past.
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Lesson 11: Talking about the past

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Talking about the past
Read the sentences below and tick [a] the ones that happened in the past:
1. I have a sore throat.
2. She went to school early this morning.
3. I enjoyed the film last night.
4. Ricky flew to New York for work.
5. I didn’t like the salad.
6. I want a necklace for my birthday.
7. We were late for the appointment.
8. I had three meetings at work this morning.
9. Everyone stayed at the Sheraton hotel.
10. Sam doesn’t want to come out tonight.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Look at the sentences with ticks []. Which tense is used?
Exercise 2
Grammar note
We use the past simple tense for events and actions that took place at a specific time in the past which are now finished
e.g. I stayed in a hotel last night. I went to the cinema last Saturday.
Regular verbs
We form the past simple tense of verbs by adding –ed to the basic form:
enjoy – enjoyed, play – played, stay – stayed, walk – walked
If a verb ends in a consonant + -y, we removed the -y and add -ied:
cry – cried, study – studied, try – tried
Irregular verbs
Many common verbs have irregular past simple forms. Here are some of the most common:
be – was/were, buy – bought, do – did, eat – ate, find – found, get – got, give – gave, go – went,
have – had, hear – heard, make – made, read – read, see – saw, take – took, write – wrote

Complete the sentences with the past simple form of the verbs given. Listen and check your answers.
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1. I ____________ to the gym last night. (go)
2. Myra ____________ a headache so she didn’t come to the restaurant. (have)
3. My friends went out but I ______________ at home. (stay)
4. We ______________ the film until 11pm. (watch)
5. I _______________ computer games with my brother. (play)
6. I _____________ the newspaper last night before dinner. (read)
7. My friends _______________ some new CDs at the weekend. (buy)
8. I ________________ some emails last night because I __________ too busy at work to do
them. (write/be)
9. We ____________ our lunch outside because the weather was so nice. (eat)
10. I _____________ until 9pm last night because I have some exams next month. (study)
Exercise 3
Grammar note
When we form negatives and questions in the simple past tense, the verb ‘do’ changes to ‘did’ but the main verb does
not change e.g. Did you stay in a hotel last night? Did they go to the cinema? We didn’t go out on Saturday night. I didn’t
like the food at the restaurant.

Listen to three short dialogues. Friends are discussing what they did at the weekend. For each dialogue,
circle the three activities you hear.
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Dialogue 1: watch TV

do homework,

eat an Italian meal,

go for a walk

Dialogue 2: go out for a meal

study

read the paper

cook lunch

go to Bath

go to the pub

Dialogue 3: do some shopping have a bath
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 4

Look at the dialogues from Exercise 3 below. Underline the verbs in the past simple tense. Don’t forget
the negatives and questions:
Joanne:

Hi, Kim.

Kim:

Oh, hello Joanne. How are you?

Joanne:

Fine, thanks. I didn’t see you on Saturday. Where were you?

Kim:	I didn’t feel very good. I was at home. I decided not to go to the party. I just watched TV
and did some homework. Not very exciting! I went for a short walk… just to the shop to get
some milk – but that was all. Did you go to the party?
Joanne:

Yes, I did. There were a lot of people there. A lot of Spanish and Italian students. It was fun.

Pat:

Good morning.

Ed:

Good morning. How was your weekend?

Pat:	Fine thanks. Not very busy. Quite relaxing. The usual things… I cooked lunch for some
friends on Sunday which was nice. I went out for a meal with Sally on Friday evening and
studied most of Saturday. I have an exam next month!
Tess:

Hi Paulo!

Paulo:

Hi Tess! I haven’t seen you for a while.

Tess:

I was away this weekend. I went to Bath to visit my sister. She’s at university there.

Paulo:

What did you do there?

Tess:	Actually, we had a great time: we did some shopping on Saturday afternoon and then went
to the pub in the evening.
Paulo:

Great.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 5
Look at the sentences in Exercise 2. Did you do any of these activities…
yesterday?
last week?
last month?
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Write sentences that are true for you. Give details:
Example: I bought some CDs last month. I gave one to my sister for her birthday. She likes Snow Patrol.
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
6. __________________________________________________________________________
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Task Sheet 2

Exercise 6
Talking about the past
Put these words in the correct order to make questions about the past.
a) you/ nice/ have/ did/ weekend?/ a
b) you/ do/ yesterday?/ what/ did
c) did/ last/ do/ you/ on/ what/ holiday?/ your
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Read answers to the questions. Who answers which question? Write the letter A, B or C.
Fill in the gaps with verbs in the past simple.
☐ Yes, thank you! I had a really good weekend. It was very busy but a lot of fun.
I went out with some friends on Saturday. We _____________ some shopping
in town. We went to a music shop and I ____________ some CDs and a DVD.
We _______ lunch in a small Mexican restaurant. It’s a great place and it
___________ very busy on Saturday.
☐ It was a long time ago! I didn’t go on holiday last year because I had a new
job. Two years ago I ____________ skiing in Switzerland. The scenery _______
beautiful and I really _____________ skiing. I ____________ with my family
and we _______________ in a chalet in the mountains.
☐ I was at work until 8 pm but I _________ out in the evening. I __________
a meal for my boyfriend and we went to the pub for a drink. We ___________
some friends in the pub and talked about our plans for a trip to Barcelona in
the summer.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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What did you do last weekend? Write notes. Can you give details?
Think about something you did in the past that you would like to tell your Out There conversation
partners, e.g. a holiday or a night out. Write notes.
Think about these things:
What did you do?
Where did you go?
How did you feel?
Who were you with?
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
Talk to your Out There conversation partners about things at specific times in the past. If you like, explain
that you have been practising the past simple tense.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Using your notes from Exercise 6, tell your partners about what you did last weekend and at some specific
time further in the past. Give as many details as you can.
Then ask your Out There conversation partners to tell you about what they did at the weekend or yesterday
and at some further time in the past.
Ask them questions to find out more about their experiences? Using questions with ‘did’.
Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. 1. I have a sore throat.
2. She went to school early this morning. ✓
3. I enjoyed the film last night. ✓
4. 4 Ricky flew to New York for work. ✓
5. I didn’t like the salad. ✓
6. I want a necklace for my birthday.
7. We were late for the appointment. ✓
8. I had three meetings at work this morning. ✓
9. Everyone stayed at the Sheraton hotel. ✓
10. Sam doesn’t want to come out tonight.
Tense = past simple
2.	1 went; 2 had; 3 stayed; 4 watched; 5 played; 6 read; 7 bought; 8 wrote/was; 9 ate; 10 studied
3. Dialogue 1: watch TV, do homework, go for a walk
Dialogue 2: go out for a meal, study, cook lunch
Dialogue 3: do some shopping, go to Bath, go to the pub
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4. Dialogue 1
A: Hi, Kim.
B: Oh, Hello, Joanne. How are you?
A: Fine, thanks. I didn’t see you on Saturday. Where were you?
	B: I didn’t feel very good. I was at home. I decided not to go to the party. I just watched
TV and did some homework. Not very exciting! I went for a short walk… just to the shop
to get some milk – but that was all…. Did you go to the party?
	A: Yes, I did. There were a lot of people there. A lot of Spanish and Italian students. It was
fun.
Dialogue 2
A: Good morning.
B: Good morning. How was your weekend?
	A: Fine thanks. Not very busy. Quite relaxing. The usual things…. I cooked lunch for some
friends on Sunday which was nice. I went out for a meal with Sally on Friday evening and
studied most of Saturday. I have an exam next month!
Dialogue 3
A:Hi Paulo!
B: Hi Tess! I haven’t seen you for a while.
A: I was away this weekend. I went to Bath to visit my sister. She’s at university there.
B: What did you do there?
	A: Actually, we had a great time: we did some shopping on Saturday afternoon and then
went to the pub in the evening.
B: Great.
6. A Did you have a nice weekend?
B What did you do yesterday?
C What did you do on your last holiday?
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A Yes, thank you! I had a really good weekend. It was very busy but a lot of fun. I went out with some
friends on Saturday. We did some shopping in town. We went to a music shop and I bought some
CDs and a DVD. We ate lunch in a small Mexican restaurant. It’s a great place and it wasn’t very
busy on Saturday.
C It was a long time ago! I didn’t go on holiday last year because I had a new job. Two years ago I went
skiing in Switzerland. The scenery was beautiful and I really enjoyed skiing. I went with my family
and we stayed in a chalet in the mountains.
B I was at work until 8pm but I went out in the evening. I cooked a meal for my boyfriend and we
went to the pub for a drink. We saw some friends in the pub and talked about our plans for a trip to
Barcelona in the summer.
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Lesson 12: Health
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 12

Health

To talk about health and
ways of staying healthy

Parts of the body, health
problems and cures

Reading, listening,
speaking

Self-study
1. Task Sheet 1: parts of the body. Label the parts of the body with the words in the box. Then
check your answers in the key.
2. Task Sheet 2: health problems. Listen to six short conversations about health problems.
Make notes about the problem, its cause, and a solution. Match the first half of each
sentence with the correct second half. Put the words from the list in the correct column
below.
3. Task Sheet 3: a healthy life? Read the text and decide if the writer has a healthy life. Look at
the answers from the text and write questions that produce those answers.
Out There
Think of questions to ask your Out There conversation partners to find out about their attitudes to health
and a healthy lifestyle.
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Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Parts of the body.
Write the parts of the body on the diagram below then check your answers in the key:
DQNOH
DUP
VWRPDFK
FKHVW
FKLQ

HDU
HOERZ
H\H
ILQJHUV
IRRW

KDQG
KHDG
KHHO
KLS
NQHH
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OHJ
PRXWK
QRVH
QHFN
VKLQ

VKRXOGHU
WKLJK
WRHV
ZDLVW
ZULVW
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Task Sheet 2

Exercise 2
Health problems.
Listen to the following dialogues about health, and complete the table below:
3UREOHP

&DXVHRISUREOHP

6ROXWLRQ








Check your answers in the answer key – you can look at the text and listen again too.
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Exercise 3
Match these halves of sentences. Then check your answers in the key:
 -RKQ¶VDUPZDVLQSODVWHUIRUIRXU
PRQWKV

D DIWHUKHWDONHGIRUWKUHHKRXUVDWWKHPHHWLQJ

 :KHQ6XVDQFXWKHUILQJHURQVRPH
JODVV

E ,KDGDYHU\KLJKWHPSHUDWXUH

 7KHSROLWLFLDQKDGDYHU\EDGVRUH
WKURDW

F EXWKHGLGQ¶WJRWRWKHGHQWLVWEHFDXVHKHZDVDIUDLG

 +H¶VDOZD\VJRWDFRXJK

G ZKHQKHEURNHLWE\IDOOLQJRXWRIDWUHH

 0DU\¶VDOOHUJLFWRPLONSURGXFWV

H DQGKHKDGDEDGEUXLVHRQKLVFKHHN

 :KHQ,JRWIOX

I EHFDXVHKHVPRNHVFLJDUHWWHVDGD\

 /XF\KDVDVFDURQKHUVWRPDFK

J KHUPRWKHUSXWDEDQGDJHRQLW

 7RQ\KDGWHUULEOHWRRWKDFKH

K EXWLWZDVRQO\DVSUDLQDQGLWZDVEHWWHUDIWHUWZR
GD\V

 $IRRWEDOOKLW3HWHULQWKHIDFH

L

VRVKHFDQ¶WHDWFKHHVHRUEXWWHU

 0\ZULVWZDVYHU\VZROOHQDQG,
WKRXJKWLWZDVEURNHQ

M

EHFDXVHVKHKDGDQDSSHQGLFLWLVRSHUDWLRQZKHQVKH
ZDV
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Exercise 4
Put each of these words into the correct column below. Then check your answers in the key:
EDFNDFKH

DVFDU

DFKHV

VWRPDFKDFKH

KXUWV

DZIXO

DVWLIIQHFN

WHUULEOH

DVRUHWKURDW

DEODFNH\H

VZROOHQ

DFRXJK

VLFN

VSUDLQHG

WRRWKDFKH

DKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH

EURNHQ

IOX

EUXLVHG

LOO

,¶YHJRW SUREOHP 

,IHHO DGMHFWLYH 

0\DQNOHLV DGMHFWLYH 
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Exercise 5
A healthy life?
This is a man talking about his health. Read it and decide if he has a healthy lifestyle. Is your life style
more or less healthy than his?
‘I think I’m a fairly healthy person. I usually catch one cold a year, but it hardly ever stops me going to work. I sometimes
get a sore throat and lose my voice, and that’s a problem because I’m a teacher. But then I generally take strong cough
medicine, and my voice always comes back after 24 hours. If I get a cold or a headache, I generally drink lots of tea and
take a couple of pills – paracetamol is good.
‘I don’t often need time off work. Being ill and staying in bed is boring, and I’d rather go to work if I can. Last year I had
three days off when I got flu, but that’s very unusual for me.
‘I eat healthily. I don’t eat much meat, but I love all fruit and vegetables, and I eat at least five a day, like the doctor says
you should. In the summer I eat a lot of salads, and in winter I often make thick vegetable soup.
Unfortunately I’m very fond of chocolate, and I know that’s not healthy. I try not to eat it every day, but I do like it. I don’t
take vitamins or anything like that, because I think my diet is good.
‘I think exercise is very important if you want to be healthy. I’m not interested in sport, but I go swimming regularly,
and that always makes me feel good. I also try to walk as much as possible. I’ve got a car, but I don’t use it much around
the town. I walk to work every day, half an hour each way, so that means I get an hour’s exercise every day. If I drive, for
example when the weather is really bad, I don’t feel nearly as energetic at work.
‘When I was a teenager I used to smoke quite a lot, but I gave up because my chest was bad and I was coughing a lot. I
feel much better since I stopped smoking, but I still miss cigarettes. I sometimes eat sweets when I really want a cigarette.
‘I don’t often get ill, but I have quite a lot of little accidents. Maybe I’m careless. Last week I cut myself when I was
chopping vegetables for dinner. I broke my arm two years ago when I fell down in the street. And I’ve got a scar on my
arm from when a dog bit me.’
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Answer				Question
e.g. One 				

How many colds do you usually catch a year?

1. Yes, sometimes.			___________________________________________
2. I take strong cough medicine.		

___________________________________________

3. I take paracetamol.			

___________________________________________

4. Three days.				___________________________________________
5. Because I had flu.			

___________________________________________

6. Five a day.				___________________________________________
7. Salads.				___________________________________________
8. I go swimming and I walk.		

___________________________________________

9. An hour a day.			

___________________________________________

10. I used to, but I stopped.		

___________________________________________

11. Yes, I broke my arm two years ago.

___________________________________________

12. Yes, I’ve got one on my arm.		

___________________________________________

360°
thinking

.

Now check your questions in the Answer Key.

Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.

360°
thinking

.

360°
thinking

.
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12.4

Lesson 12: Health

Task Sheet 4

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about health and healthy living. Be ready
to tell them about your own health and lifestyle. You can use the text on Task Sheet 3 for ideas.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Be ready to tell them about your own health and lifestyle. You can use the text on Task Sheet 3 for ideas.
You can tell them about what you do when you get ill. Do you usually go to work if you feel ill, or do
you go to bed? What cures do you have for common illnesses like colds and headaches?
Be ready to tell them about your diet and your exercise. Do you eat healthily, or do you eat a lot of food
that is bad for you? Do you take enough exercise? What kind of exercise do you take?
Have you had any accidents, or broken any bones. Do you have any interesting scars?
Think of questions that you can ask your conversation partners. You can use some from Task Sheet 3.
Be careful what you ask, because health can be a sensitive topic.
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Answer Key
1. Task Sheet 1
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3UREOHP

Lesson 12: Health

&DXVHRISUREOHP

6ROXWLRQ

 +HDGDFKH

7RRPXFKFRIIHHDQGVWXG\LQJ

$ZDONIUHVKDLUDQGDQHDUO\QLJKW

 %DFNDFKH

:RUNLQJLQWKHJDUGHQ

5HVW

 $VZROOHQNQHH

3OD\LQJIRRWEDOO

,FHZDUPVDOW\ZDWHU

 $EODFNH\H

5XQQLQJLQWRDODPSSRVW

5DZVWHDN

 $VWLIIQHFN

'ULYLQJZLWKFDUZLQGRZRSHQ

.HHSLWZDUPDVSLULQQHFNPDVVDJH

 6WRPDFKDFKH

(DWLQJVWUDZEHUULHV

'RQ¶WHDWGULQNZDWHU

1. A What’s the matter, Bill? You look terrible.
B	Yes, I feel it too. I’ve got an awful headache. I think I’ve been drinking too much coffee.
		I’ve been working hard for my exams and drinking coffee to keep awake. But I feel so
bad that I can’t do any more reading.
A	The best thing you could do is go for a walk in the fresh air, and then go to bed early.
		

You won.’t do well in your exams if you don’t get enough sleep.

2. A	I can hardly move today. It took me ages to get out of bed this morning. I’ve got terrible
backache.
B Why? What have you been doing?
A	It was such nice weather yesterday that I spent all day working in the garden, planting
vegetables.
B	That’s a silly thing to do! If you’re doing heavy work like that, you should never do
more than an hour at a time, especially if you’re not used to it. You’d better rest your
back for a few days – make sure you don’t lift anything.
3. A What’s up with you? You’re walking very strangely.
B Yes. I pulled my knee when I was playing football yesterday. It’s all swollen.
A	It looks bad. When I hurt my ankle, I put ice on it, and it brought the swelling down,
and it felt much better.
B	Maybe I’ll try that. Last night I bathed it in warm salty water, and that helped it a bit.
4. A You look as if you’ve been in the wars. Where did you get that black eye?
B	I was running for the bus yesterday, and I wasn’t looking, and I ran into a lamp-post.
A	It’s a really bad bruise – it must hurt a lot. You’re lucky you didn’t break your nose!
B	Yes, I know. I felt really stupid. And at work everyone was making jokes about it, and
asking if I won the fight! I tried putting raw steak on it, because that’s what people say
you should do, but it didn’t do much good.
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5. A I’ve got such a stiff neck today – I can’t turn my head to the left at all.
B Why? What have you been doing?
A	I drove to London last night with my car window open, and I think it was just the wind
on my neck. It was OK yesterday, but I couldn’t move it when I woke up this morning.
B	There’s not much you can do for a stiff neck – keep it warm and take an aspirin I
suppose.
A	If it goes on, I might have to go and have a neck massage – someone told me they were
wonderful.
6. A You look green. What’s wrong?
B	I’ve got awful stomach-ache. I had strawberries for lunch, and they just didn’t agree with
me. I think I’m going to throw up.
A	Yes, you’ve got to be careful about eating too much fruit. A lot of people are allergic to
strawberries. You’d better not eat for the rest of the day – and only drink water till your
stomach settles.
3. 1d 2g 3a 4f 5i 6b 7j 8c 9e 10h

4.
,¶YHJRW SUREOHP 
EDFNDFKH
DVRUHWKURDW
DVFDU
DEODFNH\H
IOX
DVWLIIQHFN
WRRWKDFKH
VWRPDFKDFKH
DFRXJK
DKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH

,IHHO DGMHFWLYH 
VLFN
DZIXO
WHUULEOH
LOO

0\DQNOHLV DGMHFWLYH 
EURNHQ
VSUDLQHG
EUXLVHG

5. 1. Do you ever get sore throats?
2. What do you do if you get a sore throat or lose your voice?
3. What do you do if you get a headache?
4. How many days did you have off work last year?
5. Why did you have days off work?
6. How much fruit and vegetables do you eat.
7. What do you eat in summer?
8. What exercise do you do/take?
9. How much do you walk?
10. Do you smoke?
11. Have you ever broken any bones?
12. Do you have any scars?
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Lesson 13: The weather and seasons
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 13

The weather
and seasons

To talk about the weather
and how it makes you feel

Weather, seasons, feelings

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Think about different types of weather and how they make you feel.
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to revise the seasons and some ‘weather words’.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about seasons and the weather and
how different weather makes you feel.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about the seasons in their country and
what kinds of weather they have.
You are going to tell them about the weather and the seasons in your country and what you like and
don’t like about each season.
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13.1

Lesson 13: The weather and seasons

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Seasons and the weather
Unscramble the letters to spell the four seasons:
1. girpns

______

2. rsumem

______

3. tmnuau

_______

4. etirwn

______

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 2
Match the weather words to the pictures:
VQRZ\

VXQQ\

UDLQ\ZHW

LF\

FROG

FORXG\

KRW

D

J

E

K

F

L

G

M

H

N

I

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Listen to the weather report. Match the weather symbols to the correct cities:

5RPH

/RQGRQ

3DULV

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 3
Think about the weather in each of the seasons in your country. Write some notes in the four boxes
below. Use some of these expressions to help you:
It rains/snows … It doesn’t rain/snow
There’s a lot of rain/snow
It’s hot/cold/warm/cloudy/sunny
We have lots of storms/sunshine … We don’t have much snow/rain

VHDVRQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

VHDVRQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

VHDVRQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

VHDVRQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Talking about the weather
Listen to four people talking about their favourite season. Fill in the seasons and answer the questions:
What can Marisa see from her flat?
What does John say about the weather in his favourite season?
Where does Kate live?
Why does Dave like the sun?
		favourite season
1. Marisa _________________
2. John _________________
3. Kate _________________
4. Dave _________________

I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�
I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�

Real work
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements

�e Graduate Programme
for Engineers and Geoscientists

Maersk.com/Mitas
www.discovermitas.com

Ma

Month 16
I was a construction
Mo
supervisor
ina const
I was
the North Sea super
advising and the No
he
helping
foremen advis
ssolve
problems
Real work
he
helping
fo
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements
ssolve pr
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Exercise 5
Look at the listening script from Exercise 4 below. Underline the words/expressions describing feelings.
Hi, I’m Marisa. I’m Italian but I live and work in Edinburgh. Scotland is a beautiful country. It’s very different from
my home town but I love it here. I particularly like the winter because Christmas is so magical. I can see snow on
the hills from my flat and I love to wrap up warm in a big coat and scarf and go walking. Some of my friends here
feel depressed in the winter because it is cold and the evenings are dark, but I don’t!
Hello, I’m John. Spring is definitely my favourite season. It makes me feel happy and excited to see all the plants
in my garden begin to grow again. The evenings are light and the days are sunny and warm. I have more energy
in the spring and I spend more time outside which makes me feel more healthy.
Hi, I’m Kate. I’m from London but I live in New England in the US. The autumn is famous here because of the
beautiful colours of the leaves on the trees. Autumn is called ‘fall’ here. It is such a beautiful season – definitely my
favourite. The weather gets cold and it often rains but I like it. I suppose some people feel sad when the leaves on
the trees turn orange because it’s the end of summer, but not me! The autumn makes me feel calm and relaxed.
Hello, I’m Dave, I love the sun! It makes me feel happy. I like to feel the sun on my face and I feel more confident
when I have a suntan. Everyone is relaxed and sociable when the weather is good and everyone wants to go out
and have a good time. Summer is the best season by far!

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 6
Think about your favourite season. Write a paragraph about your favourite season answering these
questions:
What is your favourite season?
Why do you like it?
What is the weather like?
How does it make you feel?
My favourite season is
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 7
Think about things you like and things you don’t like about spring, summer, autumn and winter. Include
details about the weather. Write notes:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Lesson 13: The weather and seasons

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about the seasons in their country and
what kinds of weather they have. You are going to tell them about the weather and the seasons in your
country and what you like and don’t like about each season.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Using your notes from Exercise 3, tell your Out There partners about the weather in your country in
each season. Using your work in Exercises 6 and 7, tell them about your favourite season and its weather.
Explain how the season/weather makes you feel. Tell your partners about your least favourite kind of
weather and how it makes you feel.
Then ask your Out There conversation partners to tell you about the seasons and the weather in their
country. Ask them about their favourite and least favourite kind of weather.
How does different weather make them feel? You can use the questions in Exercise 5 to help you.
Do you prefer the weather in your country or their country?
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Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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13.4

Lesson 13: The weather and seasons

Answer Key

Task Sheet 1
1. 1. Spring; 2. Summer; 3. Autumn; 4. Winter
2. a. sunny; b. cloudy; c. rainy/wet; d. snowy; e. icy; f. cold; g. hot; h. humid; i. stormy;
j. windy; k. warm
3. Rome:

/RQGRQ

3DULV

Task Sheet 2
4. 1. Marisa – Winter; 2. John – Spring; 3. Kate – Autumn/Fall; 4. Dave – Summer
5. Hi, I’m Marisa. I’m Italian but I live and work in Edinburgh. Scotland is a beautiful country.
It’s very different from my home town but I love it here. I particularly like the winter because
Christmas is so magical. I can see snow on the hills from my flat and I love to wrap up warm
in a big coat and scarf and go walking. Some of my friends here feel depressed in the winter
because it is cold and the evenings are dark, but I don’t!
Hello, I’m John. Spring is definitely my favourite season. It makes me feel happy and excited
to see all the plants in my garden begin to grow again. The evenings are light and the days
are sunny and warm. I have more energy in the spring and I spend more time outside which
makes me feel more healthy.
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Hi, I’m Kate. I’m from London but I live in New England in the US. The autumn is famous
here because of the beautiful colours of the leaves on the trees. Autumn is called ‘fall’ here. It
is such a beautiful season – definitely my favourite. The weather gets cold and it often rains
but I like it. I suppose some people feel sad when the leaves on the trees turn orange because
it’s the end of summer, but not me! The autumn makes me feel calm and relaxed.
Hello, I’m Dave, I love the sun! It makes me feel happy. I like to feel the sun on my face and I
feel more confident when I have a suntan. Everybody is relaxed and sociable when the weather
is good and everyone wants to go out and have a good time. Summer is the best season by far!
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Lesson 14: Have you ever…?
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 14

Have you
ever…?

To talk about personal
experiences

Present perfect, past
participle, past simple

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Think about something unusual you have done in your life or something you would like to
do. Could you ask someone in English if they have ever done it?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to learn how to ask and talk about personal experiences.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise using the past perfect and past simple to talk
about past experiences.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Ask your Out There conversation partners about experiences they have had.
Ask your Out There conversation partners to ask you some questions about your experiences.
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Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Personal experiences.
Match the questions to the pictures and fill in the correct verb from the box:
HDWHQ

EHHQ

IDLOHG

SOD\HG

ULGGHQ

VHQW

1. Have you ever ______ to Paris?
2. Have you ever ______ a pizza?
3. Have you ever _______ a horse?
4. Have you ever _______ chess?
5. Have you ever ________ an exam?
6. Have you ever _______ a text message?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Write answers to the questions that are true for you using ‘Yes, I have’ or ‘No, I haven’t’.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Exercise 2
What is the tense shown in the questions in Exercise 1? When do we use ‘Have you ever…?’
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Grammar
Remember, many common verbs have irregular past participles,
e.g. be – been, see – seen, have – had, give – given, do – done, go – been/gone, fly – flown, run – run.
Can you think of any more? Note them here.

Complete the sentences using the present perfect form of the verbs given:
Example: Kate has never been to London. (x/ go)
1. Marie ______ _______ to Old Trafford many times. (go)
2. My brother ________ _________ ________ on a plane. (x/ fly)
3. I ________ _________ __________ the rules of cricket. (x/ understand)
4. They _________ _________ _________ Robbie Williams in concert, but they have all of his
CDs. (x/ see)
5. I _______ _________ Indian food but I don’t like it. (try)
6. Anthony ________ _________ a motorbike but I haven’t. (ride)
7. I _________ __________ Hamlet. (read)
8. My friend ________ _________ the London Marathon. (run)
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 3
Correct six sentences. Two sentences are correct.
1. I have never went to the theatre.
2. Have you ever saw a famous film star?
3. They haven’t never visited my country.
4. Have you ever read a novel by Jane Austen?
5. He has sending a text message to his manager.
6. Has she ever meet your husband?
7. They have failed their exams again.
8. You haven’t ever came to my house.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.

.
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Lesson 14: Have you ever…?

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Talking about past experiences.
Look at the pictures and make questions with ‘Have you ever…?’ and the verbs in the box. Remember
to put the verbs into the correct tense:
JHWORVW
PRYHKRXVH

JRWRDZHGGLQJ

FDOODQDPEXODQFH

EX\DFDU

VOHHSRXWGRRUV

WUDYHODEURDG

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Listen to the questions and repeat them.
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Exercise 5
Listen to Sergio talking about three personal experiences. Which of the questions in Exercise 4 does he
answer?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 6
Look at the recording script from Exercise 5. Underline the verbs. Which tenses are used? Why?
Sergio: 	Yes, I have! A woman drove into my car in a supermarket car park. I didn’t see her – I just heard
a loud crash. I was angry, but the woman said she was sorry and gave me her name and address.
Sergio:	No, I haven’t. I have always lived in this house. I lived with a family in Vancouver for a month
last year but I have never moved house.
Sergio: 	Yes, I have. When I was 10 I went on a camping holiday with my school. We went to the country
and we stayed in tents. We were away for three days. It was very cold at night and I wanted to
be at home in my warm bed!
Exercise 7
Choose one of the things in Exercise 4 that you have done. Write a short paragraph explaining what
happened.
Example: ‘I have been to a wedding. My sister got married last September. It was a great day!
The weather was sunny and warm…’
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Lesson 14: Have you ever…?

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about experiences they have had. You are
going to ask questions with ‘Have you ever…?’ and ask for more information about their experiences.
You can use questions like:
Have you ever…?
What happened?
What was it like?
Where were you?
What did you do?
How did you feel?
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Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Ask your Out There conversation partners about their past experiences. You can use your questions from
Exercise 4 if you like. Ask them to tell you more about the experiences you are most interested in. Then
ask them to tell you about a very memorable experience (good or bad).
Ask your Out There conversation partners to ask you some questions using Have you ever…? Ask your
partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1.

1. Have you ever been to Paris?
2. Have you ever eaten a pizza?
3. Have you ever ridden a horse?
4. Have you ever played chess?
5. Have you ever failed an exam?
6. Have you ever sent a text message?

2.

The present perfect tense

	We use ‘Have you ever…?’ to ask about experiences in the past but not at a specific time,
i.e. at some point up to now.
1. Marie has been to Old Trafford many times.
2. My brother has never flown on a plane.
3. I have never understood the rules of cricket.
4. They have never seen Robbie Williams in concert, but they have all of his CDs.
5. I have tried Indian food but I don’t like it.
6. Anthony has ridden a motorbike but I haven’t.
7. I have read Hamlet.
8. My friend has run the London Marathon.
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Lesson 14: Have you ever…?

1. I have never been to the theatre.
2. Have you ever seen a famous film star?
3. They haven’t ever visited my country.
4. Have you ever read a novel by Jane Austen? (correct)
5. He has sent a text message to his manager.
6. Has she ever met your husband?
7. They have failed their exams again. (correct)
8. You haven’t ever come to my house.

4.

1. Have you ever got lost?
2. Have you ever been to a wedding?
3. Have you ever bought a car?
4. Have you ever stayed up all night?
5. Have you ever moved house?
6. Have you ever called an ambulance?
7. Have you ever met a famous person?
8. Have you ever had an accident?
9. Have you ever slept outdoors?
10. Have you ever travelled abroad?

5.

Have you ever had an accident?
Have you ever moved house?
Have you ever slept outdoors?

6.

Sergio: Yes, I have! A woman drove into my car in a supermarket car park. I didn’t
see her – I just heard a loud crash. I was angry, but the woman said she was
sorry and gave me her name and address.
Sergio: No, I haven’t. I have always lived in this house. I lived with a family in
Vancouver for a month last year but I have never moved house.
Sergio: Yes, I have. When I was 10 I went on a camping holiday with my school. We
went to the country and we stayed in tents. We were away for three days. It
was very cold at night and I wanted to be at home in my warm bed!

		The past simple describes events that took place at a specific time in the past and are now finished.
		The present perfect is used to talk about events that happened at some point in the past which
relate to the present.
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Lesson 15: Transport
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 15

Transport

To talk about modes
of transport and how
often you use them

Present simple,
modes of transport,
time expressions

Listening, reading,
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about the different modes of transport you use in a typical week. Could you talk
about the transport you use, and how often you use it, in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to revise some modes of transport and some time
expressions.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about the modes of transport you use.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners about modes of transport in your area that you use. Tell them
how often you use different modes of transport and where you travel on them. And what you like or
don’t like about them.
Ask your conversation partners about the modes of transport in their area, how often they use them
and what they like or don’t like about them.
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Lesson 15: Transport

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Modes of transport.
Look at the modes of transport in the box and complete the sentences:
WUDLQ





7XEH 



SODQH 



FDU

IHUU\





ELNH



WD[L



PRWRUELNH









EXV



WUDP

1. I’m tired. I rode my _________ to work this morning.
2. I don’t like travelling by __________. I don’t like being under the ground.
3. I caught the number 78 __________ to town. It was a double-decker!
4. My mother doesn’t like my new __________. She says it is too fast and too dangerous.
5. I don’t drive my __________ to work because it is too difficult to find a parking space.
6. I was at the station at 8 o’clock to catch the ____________ to Edinburgh.
7. I like travelling to France by ___________ if the sea isn’t rough.
8. My _____________ landed at Heathrow on time.
9. Have you ever been on the _________ in London? It’s like a train that travels through the
street.
10. I arrived at the airport at 11 o’clock so I took a ___________ home. I don’t like travelling on
trains or buses at night.
Listen and check your answers.
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Exercise 2
Look at the time expressions in the box. Arrange them on the timeline from the least often to the most
often:
RQFHD ZHHN

WZLFHD ZHHN
RQFHD\HDU

DOOWKHWLPH

RQFHDPRQWK

WZLFHDGD\

QHYHU

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Choose five of the modes of transport in Exercise 1. Write sentences that are true for you about how
often you use them, e.g. ‘I ride my bike about once a month.’
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 3
Listen to George talking about the modes of transport he uses. Answer the questions:
1. How does George travel to work?
2. How often does George catch a bus?
3. When does George travel by tram?
4. How often does George travel by plane?
5. What does George like to do on her bike?
6. Why doesn’t George travel by taxi?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Lesson 15: Transport

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Talking about modes of transport
Read Gabriella’s account of life in London. Mark the statements true (T) or false (F).
I like living in London but I sometimes feel nervous on public transport. Since the bombing on July 7th I don’t like
travelling by Tube. I don’t like it when the Tube trains stop in tunnels because it is dark and I feel trapped. I quite like
travelling by bus because you can see the famous buildings in London and watch people walking in the streets. My
favourite buses are the double-deckers because they are so famous and it’s fun to sit on the top deck. I never drive
in London because there are so many cars and everyone is always in a hurry. I like taking taxis when I go out in the
evening because I feel safe, but they are very expensive so I often use the tram. I fly home to Milan once a month to
visit my family and tell them all about my life in London!

1. Gabriella doesn’t enjoy travelling by Tube.
2. She feels nervous in taxis.
3. Gabriella doesn’t like sitting on the top deck of double-decker buses.
4. She always travels by taxi in the evenings.
5. Gabriella sees her family every month.
6. She travels to Italy by plane.
7. Gabriella cannot drive a car.
8. She enjoys looking out of the window when she travels by bus.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 5
Think about what modes of transport you use when you do these things:
-- travel to work or school
-- go to the supermarket
-- visit your family
-- go on holiday
-- go out with friends
Write sentences that are true for you, e.g ‘I go to school by car. My father drives me there.’
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 6
Write questions about transport for the answers below:
1. Twice a week.
2. To work every morning.
3. By bus.
4. Yes, I do.
5. Never.
6. Yes, I have.
7. Because it’s bad for the environment.
8. Because there are too many people.
Listen to some example questions.
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to tell your Out There conversation partners about modes of transport in your area that
you use. You are going to tell them how often you use different modes of transport and where you travel
on them. And what you like or don’t like about them.
You are going to ask your conversation partners about the modes of transport in their area, how often
they use them and what they like or don’t like.
Before you call your Out There conversation partners:
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself: “Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English,
can I ask you some questions about transport?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the chat box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Tell your Out There conversation partners about modes of transport in your area that you use. Tell them
how often you use different modes of transport and where you travel on them. And what you like or
don’t like about them. Use your work on the task sheets to help you.
Ask your conversation partners about the modes of transport in their area, how often they use them and
what they like or don’t like about them. Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. 1. I’m tired. I rode my bike to work this morning.
2. I don’t like travelling by Tube. I don’t like being under the ground.
3. I caught the number 78 bus to town. It was a double-decker!
4.	My mother doesn’t like my new motorbike. She says it is too fast and too dangerous.
5. I don’t drive my car to work because it is too difficult to find a parking space.
6. I was at the station at 8 o’clock to catch the train to Edinburgh.
7. I like travelling to France by ferry if the sea isn’t rough.
8. My plane landed at Heathrow on time.
9.	Have you ever been on the tram in London? It’s like a train that travels through the
street.
10.	I arrived at the airport at 11 o’clock so I took a taxi home. I don’t like travelling on
trains or buses at night.
2. 		Never – once a year – once a month – once a week – twice a week – twice a day – all
the time
3. 1. By Tube
2. About twice a week
3. When she stays out late – about once a month
4. Twice a year
5. Riding her bike through the parks to the shops
6. It’s too expensive
4. 1. T; 2. F; 3. F; 4. F; 5. T; 6. T; 7. F; 8. T
6. 		 1.

How often do you go to the supermarket?

2. When do you travel by bus?
3. How do you get to the office?
4. Do you like travelling by train?
5. How often do you ride a bike?
6. Have you ever ridden a motorbike?
7. Why don’t you fly very often?
8. Why don’t you like travelling by Tube at rush hour?
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Lesson 16: Jobs
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 16

Jobs

To talk about jobs

Job-related vocabulary
and expressions

Listening, reading, speaking

Self-study
1. Think about your job. Could you tell someone what you do for a living in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to revise some common jobs and learn some useful jobrelated expressions.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about your job and make questions
to ask about someone else’s job.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners about your job. Describe what you do and what you like and
don’t like about your job.
Ask your Out There conversation partners about their jobs. Ask them to give you details and tell you
what they like and don’t like.
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Lesson 16: Jobs

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Look at the descriptions and match them to the correct job:
 6KHW\SHVOHWWHUV

D +H¶VDFRPSXWHUSURJUDPPHU

 +HWHDFKHVPDWKV

E +H¶VDZDLWHU

 6KHFKHFNVWHHWK

F 6KH¶VDIOLJKWDWWHQGDQW

 +HFXWVKDLU

G 6KH¶VDGHQWLVW

 +HVHUYHVPHDOVLQDUHVWDXUDQW

H +H¶VD'-

 +HKHOSVSHRSOHZKHQWKH\DUHLOO

I +H¶VDPDWKVWHDFKHU

 +HSOD\VPXVLFLQDFOXERURQWKHUDGLR

J 6KH¶VDVDOHVDVVLVWDQW

 6KHZRUNVLQDVKRS

K 6KH¶VD3$

 6KHVHUYHVGULQNVRQDSODQH

L

+H¶VDGRFWRU

 +HZULWHVFRPSXWHUVRIWZDUH

M

+H¶VDKDLUGUHVVHU

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Listen to the sentences 1–10 and a–j and tick them [a] as you hear them.
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Exercise 2
Listen to three people talking about their jobs. Answer the questions for each speaker:
What is his/her job?
What does he/she like about the job?
What does he/she not like about the job?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 3
Complete the sentences with the work-related verbs:
1. I don’t like my job because I __________________ my colleagues. (x/ get along with)
2. She’s an accountant so she _______________. (be good with numbers)
3. My mother was a fantastic nurse because she ________________, especially children. (be
good with people)
4. All the people who work in this gym have to _______________ because they teach exercise
classes. (be fit)
5. They ________________ but they love their jobs. (x/ earn good money)
6. Maria _____________________so she is training to be an IT consultant. (be good with
computers)
7. We _________________ because we have children at school. (work flexible hours)
8. I don’t want the job because you have to ___________________. I only want to work in the
mornings. (work long hours)
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Lesson 16: Jobs

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Think about your job. Using some of the expressions in Exercise 3, write sentences that are true for you:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Exercise 5
Rearrange the words to form questions about jobs:
1. do/ What/ do/ you/ ?
2. like/ Do/ you/ job/ your/ ?
3. in/ team/ Do/ work/ you/ a/ ?
4. like/ What/ your/ are/ colleagues/ ?
5. you/ get / Do/ with/ along/ your/ boss/ ?
6. you/ work/ from/ Can/ home/ ?
7. you/ Do/ long/ work/ hours/ ?
8. money/ you/ earn/ Do/ good/ ?
9. you/ Are/ with/ good/ numbers/ ?
10. is/ thing/ about/ best/ the/ What/ job/ your/ ?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 6
Answer the questions in Exercise 5. Give details and reasons:
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
6. __________________________________________________________________________
7. __________________________________________________________________________
8. __________________________________________________________________________
9. __________________________________________________________________________
10. __________________________________________________________________________
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about jobs.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Tell your Out There conversation partners about your job. Describe what you do and what you like and
don’t like about your job. Use some of the expressions in Exercise 3 and your answers in Exercise 4 to
help you.
Using the questions in Exercise 5, ask your Out There conversation partners about their jobs. Ask them
to give you details and tell you what they like and don’t like.
Who has the most interesting job?
Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. 1. h; 2. f; 3. d; 4. j; 5. b; 6. i; 7. e; 8. g; 9. c; 10. a
2. 1. He’s a waiter.
2. He likes talking to the guests.
3. He doesn’t like getting up early.
1. She’s a PA.
2. She doesn’t like arranging the conference or dealing with problems at the conference.
3. She likes working with her boss.
1 He’s a flight attendant.
2. He likes visiting countries and working with his colleagues.
3. He doesn’t like getting home late at night or delays.
3. 1. I don’t like my job because I don’t get along with my colleagues.
2. She’s an accountant so she is good with numbers.
3. My mother was a fantastic nurse because she was good with people, especially children.
4.	All the people who work in this gym have to be fit because they teach exercise classes.
5. They don’t earn good money but they love their jobs.
6. Maria is good with computers so she is training to be an IT consultant.
7. We work flexible hours because we have children at school.
8.	I don’t want the job because you have to work long hours. I only want to work in the
mornings.
5. 1. What do you do?
2. Do you like your job?
3. Do you work in a team?
4. What are your colleagues like?
5. Do you get along with your boss?
6. Can you work from home?
7. Do you work long hours?
8. Do you earn good money?
9. Are you good with numbers?
10. What is the best thing about your job?
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Lesson 17: Describing people
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 17

Animals

To talk about pets and
animals in your country

Animal vocabulary,
including parts
of an animal

Reading, listening,
speaking

Self-study
1. Match the names to the animals in the pictures. Then put the animals in the correct column
of the table, according to whether they are pets, domesticated or wild. Add the extra animals
to the table.
2. Read the descriptions and decide what animal it is. Complete the sentences with the correct
word for part of an animal.
3. Describe your pets. Read the text about pets, and complete the table. Make notes about your
own pets.
4. Prepare to talk to your conversation partners about animals and pets in your country, and
think of questions to ask them.
5. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Talk to your Out There conversation partners about pets and animals in your country.
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Lesson 17: Describing people

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
How many of these animals can you name? Match their names to the pictures, and then check your
answers in the Answer Key:
cow  tiger  elephant  deer  fox
camel  parrot  horse  sheep  snake
lion  mouse  rabbit  giraffe  tortoise.
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Put the animals in the correct column below. Some may be in two columns:
3HWV
7KH\OLYHLQWKHKRXVH3HRSOH
KDYHWKHPIRUSOHDVXUH 

'RPHVWLFDWHGDQLPDOV
7KH\OLYHRQIDUPVDQGSHRSOHXVH
WKHP

:LOGDQLPDOV
7KH\OLYHLQDQDWXUDOKDELWDW 

Add these animals to the correct column above:
• Cat

• Wolf

• Pig

• Kangaroo

• Dog

• Monkey

• Guinea pig

• Bear
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17.2

Lesson 17: Describing people

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 2
What animals are these people describing?
1. They are the biggest members of the cat family. They live in India and they’ve got black and
yellow stripes.
2. They are reptiles. A lot of people are afraid of them. They can be dangerous if they bite you,
but some are harmless. They live all over the world, especially in hot countries. They’re long
and thin.
3. They are very beautiful animals, and a lot of people had them before cars were invented.
People ride them.
4. These animals are useful in the desert because they can live for a long time without water.
People ride them and use them to carry things. They have big humps.
5. These animals can be black, brown or white. We eat them, and we get milk from them.
6. These birds can live to be very old. Sometimes they learn to talk.
7. These reptiles can also live to be very old. People sometimes keep small ones as pets. They
move very slowly, and they have a big shell on their back.
8. This animal is the biggest land animal in the world. In India they are sometimes
domesticated, but in Africa they are wild. They are famous for their long trunks, which are
very useful when they want to pick something up.
9. People keep these as pets. The wild ones can be a problem for farmers, because they eat
grass and vegetables. They have very long ears and big teeth.
10. These live in Australia, and they are very good at jumping. They can travel very quickly.
11. These live in Africa. They have very long necks, so they can eat leaves from high trees.
12. These are sometimes kept as pets, but the wild ones can be a problem in the house, because
they eat our food. It’s a good idea to keep a cat if you don’t like them.
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Lesson 17: Describing people

Exercise 3
Put these words into the correct sentences below. Then check your answers in the Answer Key:
WDLOIHDWKHUVIXU

EHDNZKLVNHUVSDZZLQJVFODZV

1. Birds have two __________ so that they can fly.
2. A bird’s __________ can be many different colours.
3. A bird doesn’t have a mouth. It has a __________.
4. Cats and monkeys both have a long _ _________.
5. After a cat has eaten, it usually washes itself with its front __________.
6. When a cat is angry, it often scratches you with its __________.
7. Some people use the __________ of animals to make expensive winter coats.
8. Cats have long sensitive __________ on each side of their face.
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17.3

Lesson 17: Describing people

Task Sheet 3

Exercise 4
Describing your pets.
Sue is writing about her pets. Read the text and complete the table below then check your answers in
the Answer Key:
‘I have a dog and a cat. The cat is called Sooty. I’ve had him since he was a kitten, but he’s getting old now. He’s fourteen
years old. He’s black and white, with a white face, white paws, and a white front. His fur is very short and smooth, and
he washes himself a lot. He’s got very long whiskers. When he was young he used to catch a lot of birds, but now he’s
too old and lazy. He spends nearly all day asleep on the sofa.
‘My dog is called Dolly. She’s a cocker spaniel, and she’s six years old. She’s black and she’s got long floppy ears, a long
nose and big beautiful eyes with long eyelashes. She’s rather stupid, but she’s a very happy dog, and she loves everybody.
She wags her tail all the time, and she likes going for long walks and playing with her ball. She loves food and she’s
rather fat. Once she ate a big chocolate cake that I left on the kitchen table, and she was very sick.
‘When I was young, I had a goldfish. I won it at a fair, and I called it James, after my cousin. It was black and orange. I
kept it in a little aquarium in the bathroom. It wasn’t very interesting. It swam round and round for two years, and then
one day it died. I think I gave it too much too eat.’

&DW

'RJ

1DPH
$JH
&RORXUDQG
GHVFULSWLRQ
&KDUDFWHU
+DELWV SDVWDQG
SUHVHQW 

Make similar notes about your own pets.
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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17.4

Lesson 17: Describing people

Task Sheet 4

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about your pets and about animals in general.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Tell your partner about pets and animals in your country.
Think about the following questions, and prepare to talk about them.
Have you got any pets now, or have you had an animal in the past?
Have you got any interesting stories about your pets?
What other pets do people keep in your country?
Which animals are the best pets? Why?
Which are the worst pets? Why?
What different pet would you like to have?
Are there many farm animals in your country?
What are the most common ones?
Which ones do you like best?
What wild animals are there in your country?
Do you ever see them?
Do you have wild animals in the city or only in the country?
Are there any dangerous animals in your country?
Prepare questions to ask your conversation partners about their pets and animals in general in their
country. You can use the questions above, and think of others.
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17.5

Lesson 17: Describing people

Answer Key
1. (left to right, top to bottom)
	lion elephant fox cow camel tiger sheep giraffe snake tortoise parrot horse mouse deer
rabbit

3HWV
7KH\OLYHLQWKHKRXVH3HRSOH
KDYHWKHPIRUSOHDVXUH 
SDUURW
VQDNH
PRXVH
UDEELW
WRUWRLVH
FDW
GRJ
JXLQHDSLJ
PRQNH\

'RPHVWLFDWHGDQLPDOV
7KH\OLYHRQIDUPVDQGSHRSOHXVH
WKHP
FRZ
HOHSKDQW
FDPHO
KRUVH
VKHHS
SLJ

:LOGDQLPDOV
7KH\OLYHLQDQDWXUDOKDELWDW 
WLJHU
HOHSKDQW
GHHU
IR[
SDUURW
VQDNH
OLRQ
PRXVH
FDPHO
JLUDIIH
WRUWRLVH
ZROI
NDQJDURR
PRQNH\
EHDU

2. 1. tiger 2. snake 3. horse 4. camel 5. cow 6. parrot 7. tortoise 8. elephant 9. rabbit
10. kangaroo 11. giraffe 12. mouse (plural “mice”)
3. 1. wings 2. feathers 3. beak 4. tail 5. paw 6. claws 7. fur 8. whiskers
4.
&DW
1DPH
$JH
&RORXUDQG
GHVFULSWLRQ
&KDUDFWHU
+DELWV SDVWDQG
SUHVHQW 

'RJ

)LVK

6RRW\

'ROO\

-DPHV





ZKHQLWGLHG

%ODFNZKLWHIDFHSDZVDQG
IURQW6KRUWVPRRWKIXUDQG
ORQJZKLVNHUV
/D]\

%ODFNORQJHDUVORQJQRVH
ORQJH\HODVKHVELJH\HV

%ODFNDQGRUDQJH

SDVW FDWFKLQJELUGV
SUHVHQW ZDVKLQJVOHHSLQJ

6WXSLGIULHQGO\KDSS\JUHHG\ 1RWLQWHUHVWLQJ
:DJJLQJWDLO
*RLQJIRUZDONV
3OD\LQJZLWKEDOO
(DWLQJ
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Lesson 18: Money

Lesson 18: Money
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 18

Money

To talk about money

Prices, money-related
expressions, adverbs
of frequency

Listening, reading
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about what you spend money on each day, week and month. Could you talk about
how you spend your money in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to revise numbers/prices and learn some useful moneyrelated expressions. You are also going to revise adverbs of frequency.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about what you spend money on.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners how you spend your money each month and about your
spending habits in general.
Ask your Out There conversation partners about their general spending habits.
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18.1

Lesson 18: Money

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
How much does it cost?

D

G

E

H

F

I

www.sylvania.com
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within our global group and benefit from international
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influencing our future. Come and join us in reinventing
light every day.
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Lesson 18: Money

Look at the pictures and match them to the prices:
1. £8.99
2. £99.00
3. £2.05
4. £7,500
5. 45p
6. £1100
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 2
Listen and repeat the prices. Listen to the sentences and write down the price you hear in each:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Look at the listening script in the Answer Key. Find and underline the words cost and pay. What’s the
difference in meaning?
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Lesson 18: Money

Exercise 3
Complete the sentences with the money-related words and expressions in the box:
FRVW 
VDODU\ 

GLUHFWGHELW


SULFH 
H[SHQVLYH
PRUWJDJH



FDVK 




RQVDOH
FUHGLWFDUG

VDYH 


JRRGYDOXH

FKHTXH
VKRSDURXQG

Complete the sentences with the money-related words and expressions in the box:
FRVW 
VDODU\ 

GLUHFWGHELW


SULFH 
H[SHQVLYH
PRUWJDJH



FDVK 




RQVDOH
FUHGLWFDUG

VDYH 


JRRGYDOXH

FKHTXH
VKRSDURXQG

1. I changed job because the new company offered a higher _______________.
2. I pay my mobile phone bill by _______________. The money is taken from my bank
account every month.
3. The iPod was _________________ but it still cost £179!
4. I don’t use _________ very often. I use my debit card to buy most things.
5. I paid for the TV on my ________________ because I didn’t have enough money in the
bank.
6. I sometimes write a _______________ in a restaurant but usually I pay with a card.
7. The meal was _________________. We had a lot of excellent dishes and it didn’t cost too
much.
8. We are going to buy a flat in the centre of the city. We have arranged a ______________
with the bank.
9. I never buy designer clothes – they are too ______________.
10. I love that jacket! How much did it ______________?
11. Excuse me. I can’t see the _________________ of this dress.
12. I can’t go out this month because I need to _____________ money.
13. I look in lots of shops before I buy something. I ___________ to get the best price.
Listen and check your answers.
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18.2

Lesson 18: Money

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 4
Talking about money.
Think about the money you spend every day, month and year. Using some of the money-related words
and expressions in Exercise 3, write sentences that are true for you.
Example: I spend about £7 every day on lunch and take-out coffees.
every day:
1.
2.
every month:
1.
2.
every year:
1.
2.

CHALLENGING PERSPECTIVES

Internship opportunities
EADS unites a leading aircraft manufacturer, the world’s largest
helicopter supplier, a global leader in space programmes and a
worldwide leader in global security solutions and systems to form
Europe’s largest defence and aerospace group. More than
140,000 people work at Airbus, Astrium, Cassidian and Eurocopter,
in 90 locations globally, to deliver some of the industry’s most
exciting projects.
An EADS internship offers the chance to use your theoretical
knowledge and apply it first-hand to real situations and assignments
during your studies. Given a high level of responsibility, plenty of

learning and development opportunities, and all the support you need,
you will tackle interesting challenges on state-of-the-art products.
We welcome more than 5,000 interns every year across
disciplines ranging from engineering, IT, procurement and
finance, to strategy, customer support, marketing and sales.
Positions are available in France, Germany, Spain and the UK.
To find out more and apply, visit www.jobs.eads.com. You can also
find out more on our EADS Careers Facebook page.
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Lesson 18: Money

Exercise 5
Read the email from Harry to his friend, Nick. Mark statements 1–6 true (T) or false (F):

1. Harry has to pay a mortgage every month.
2. Harry doesn’t enjoy watching football.
3. Harry is not going to the football match.
4. Harry does not have enough money to buy a ticket for the football match.
5. Harry wants to earn more money.
6. A travelcard costs £35.
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 6
Using the ‘adverbs of frequency’ and prompts below, write sentences that are true for you. Give details:

DOZD\V

XVXDOO\

RIWHQ

VRPHWLPHV

KDUGO\HYHU

Example: I often cycle to work. It’s cheaper than taking the train and it keeps me fit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Lesson 18: Money

Exercise 7
Look at the table of things people often spend money on per month. Answer the questions below.

WUDQVSRUW

ELOOV

ILWQHVV

FORWKHVVKRHV

FRPSXWHUJDPHV

GULQNLQJVPRNLQJ

UHQWDPRUWJDJH

WKHFLQHPDDQGFRQFHUWV

PXVLF

PHDOVRXW

PDNHXSDQGKDLU

PRELOHSKRQHFDOOVDQG
WH[WV

1. Which of these things do you spend money on each month?
2. How much money do you spend?
3. What other things do you spend money on?
4. Are you good at saving money?
5. What do you save money for?

360°
thinking

.

6. What things do you shop around for?
7. What things do you buy online?

Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.

360°
thinking

.

360°
thinking

.

Discover the truth at www.deloitte.ca/careers
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18.3

Lesson 18: Money

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about money and how you spend it.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Tell your Out There conversation partners how you spend your money each month and about your
spending habits in general.
Using the questions in Exercise 7, ask your Out There conversation partners about how they spend their
money each month. Ask them to give you details and reasons. Ask them about general spending habits:
What do they enjoy spending money on? Do they buy things online? Are they careful with money? Do
they save money? What for?
Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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18.3

Lesson 18: Money

Answer Key
1. 1. b; 2. a; 3. d; 4. c; 5. f; 6. e
2. 1.

£900

2. €100
3. £7.99
4. 78p/ 89p
5. £21,000
6. $250.
7. £75
8. £60
9. £30
10. £600
Listening script:
1. I pay £900 a month for my mortgage.
2. I bought these shoes in Spain. They cost €100.
3. How much are these headphones? – They’re only £7.99.
4. All the black pens are 78p. The red pens are 89p.
5. My brother’s new car was £21,000.
6. I ordered these on the internet. They cost $250.
7. My supermarket shopping costs me about £75 a week.
8. I thought the meal was good value. It cost about £60 for everyone.
9. How much do you spend on petrol each month? Not much. I don’t use my car
very often. About £30.
10. My gym membership costs £600 a year.
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3. 1. I changed job because the new company offered a higher salary.
2.	I pay my mobile phone bill by direct debit. The money is taken from my bank account
every month.
3. The iPod was on sale but it still cost £179!
4. I don’t use cash very often. I use my debit card to buy most things.
5.	I paid for the TV on my credit card because I didn’t have enough money in the bank.
6. I sometimes write a cheque in a restaurant but usually I pay with a card.
7.	The meal was good value. We had a lot of excellent dishes and it didn’t cost too much.
8.	We are going to buy a flat in the centre of the city. We have arranged a mortgage with
the bank.
9. I never buy designer clothes – they are too expensive.
10. I love that jacket! How much did it cost?
11. Excuse me. I can’t see the price of this dress.
12. I can’t go out this month because I need to save money.
13. I look in lots of shops before I buy something. I shop around to get the best price.
1. F; 2. F; 3. T; 4. T; 5. T; 6. F

We will turn your CV into
an opportunity of a lifetime

Do you like cars? Would you like to be a part of a successful brand?
We will appreciate and reward both your enthusiasm and talent.
Send us your CV. You will be surprised where it can take you.

Send us your CV on
www.employerforlife.com
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Lesson 19: Food
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 19

Food

To talk about food and drink

Food-related vocabulary,
countable and
uncountable nouns

Listening and
speaking

Self-study
1. Think about the food and drinks that your country is famous for and your favourite food
and drinks. Could you talk about your favourite foods in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to revise some food and drink vocabulary and countable
and uncountable nouns.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about food that you like and don’t
like and your eating habits.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners about food you like and dislike and your eating.
Ask your Out There conversation partners about their eating habits, food they like and dislike.
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19.1

Lesson 19: Food

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Food and drink. Unscramble the letters to spell the foods and write them beneath the correct picture.



D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

UDHGE 

HFHKVH 

DSDWV 

DWPRRW 

LKFHQNF



RSRDWW 

HLUF



JJHV



PDWH



LOYRH LOR

ZLVGQDKF



DVIGRRH

ODGDV



LIKV



XLWUI



]LS]D

FNHD



XJUDKPEUH

SLFKV 

OLOFKL



FFOWDRHKR

Listen and check your answers.
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Exercise 2
Unscramble the letters to spell the drinks and write them beneath the correct picture.

D

E

J

K

HOGHDPQR

F

HWD

G

HUEH

HFRHII

UDZWH

H

HLQZ

I

UHQRJDLMXHF

LPON

Listen and check your answers.

I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�
I joined MITAS because
I wanted real responsibili�

Real work
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements

�e Graduate Programme
for Engineers and Geoscientists

Maersk.com/Mitas
www.discovermitas.com

Ma

Month 16
I was a construction
Mo
supervisor
ina const
I was
the North Sea super
advising and the No
he
helping
foremen advis
ssolve
problems
Real work
he
helping
fo
International
Internationa
al opportunities
�ree wo
work
or placements
ssolve pr
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Exercise 3
Language note
Countable and uncountable nouns
Remember, nouns can be countable or uncountable in English.
‘a sandwich’ = countable noun.
You can say ‘one sandwich’, ‘two sandwiches’, etc.
‘water’ = uncountable noun
You cannot say ‘one water’, ‘two waters’, etc.
We say ‘some water’: I want some water. Or I want a glass of water.

Look at the food and drink words below. Write them in the correct column of the table.


DSSOH 

ZLQH



WHD





HJJ



FKLS



SL]]D 



FRIIHH 

ULFH



PHDW 

IUXLW

FKRFRODWH

FKHHVH

SDVWD 

KDPEXUJHU

FDNH

PLON

WRPDWREUHDG

FRXQWDEOH




XQFRXQWDEOH

Note: There are occasions when we can say ‘I want a coffee’ or ‘I’d like three coffees, please. When would
this be correct, do you think?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 4
Read the paragraph. Circle the foods and drinks. Which are countable and which are uncountable? Are
there any that are both countable and uncountable?
Yesterday I had lunch with my mother. She doesn’t usually eat much in the day. She had a sandwich, some fizzy water
and a small coffee. I was hungry, so I ordered a hamburger with chips and a glass of wine. On our way home, we both
had an ice-cream, too. Then we went to the supermarket: I bought some milk, some coffee and some bananas.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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19.2

Lesson 19: Food

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 5
Talking about eating habits.
Listen to four people talking about their eating habits. Write notes in the boxes.
6DP

+HQQD

3DW

1LQD
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Check the meanings of the underlined words in the questions below. Answer the questions from your
notes if you can. Use the audio script in the Answer Key to answer any questions you can’t answer from
your notes.
1. Who is a vegetarian?
2. Who eats unhealthy food?
3. Who eats a lot of fast food?
4. Who likes eating out?
5. Who likes cooking food at home?
6. Who likes spicy food?
7. Who drinks a lot of alcohol?
8. Who likes fizzy drinks?
9. Who like sweet food?
10. Who eats take-away food?
Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 6
Using the audio script from Exercise 5 to help you, write a similar paragraph about your own eating habits.

Exercise 7
Write questions from the prompts.
1. like/spicy food
2. drink/alcohol
3. eat/healthy food
4. be/vegetarian
5. eat/a lot of/meat
6. eat out/restaurants
7. enjoy/cook
8. favourite/food
9. like/foreign food
10. favourite/restaurant
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.
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19.3

Lesson 19: Food

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about food and drink.
Before you call your Out There conversation partner(s):
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partners?
4. Call and introduce yourself:
“Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English, can I ask you some questions
about you?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the ‘chat’ box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Tell your Out There conversation partners about food you like and dislike and your eating habits using
your writing in Exercise 6.
Using the questions in Exercise 7, ask your Out There conversation partners about their eating habits. Ask
them to give you details. Ask them about food they like and dislike. Ask your Out There conversation
partners to tell you about the food and drinks that their countries are famous for.
If you can, discuss national and regional cooking in your country and talk about any famous dishes
from your country/region.
Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. a. cheese; b. tomato; c. fruit; d. vegetables; e. olive oil; f. pizza; g. chocolate; h. salad; i. potato;
j. chips; k. pasta; l. rice; m. eggs; n. chicken; o. meat; p. fish; q. sandwich; r. a hot chilli;
s. seafood; t. hamburger; u. cake; v. bread
2. a. orange juice; b. tea; c. coffee; d. milk; e. water; f. beer; g. wine; h. lemonade
3.
FRXQWDEOH

DSSOHHJJFKLSSL]]DKDPEXUJHUFDNHWRPDWR

XQFRXQWDEOH
ZLQHWHDIUXLWFKRFRODWHFKHHVHSDVWDFRIIHHULFH
PHDWPLONEUHDG

We say I want a coffee when we are talking about one cup of coffee, especially in a restaurant or a coffee
shop.
4. a sandwich [C]; fizzy water [U]; a small coffee [C]; a hamburger [C]; chips [C];
a glass of wine [C]; an ice-cream[C]; milk [U]; coffee [U]; bananas [C].
5. 1. Henna; 2. Pat; 3. Pat; 4. Sam; 5. Henna; 6. Sam; 7. Pat; 8. Pat; 9. Nina; 10. Sam
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Listening script:
I don’t cook meals at home. I like to eat out in restaurants with my friends.
Sometimes I have take-away food from the Chinese restaurant – I eat it in the living room watching
TV! I eat a lot of foreign food – Chinese and Thai are my favourites. I love spicy food – the more chilli
the better! I never eat fast food. I don’t like hamburgers and chips and things like that. I like meat and
vegetables but I don’t like fish. I eat salad for lunch every day and a lot of fruit. I don’t drink alcohol – I
prefer orange juice and water.
I don’t earn much money so I eat at home. It’s cheaper to cook food at home and I enjoy it. I don’t eat
meat or fish, so I make a lot of dishes with vegetables and cheese. Fast food is cheap, but I don’t buy it
because it isn’t healthy. Most fast food has meat in it too.
I don’t think I eat very well. I am always so busy – I don’t have time to cook healthy food. I eat a lot
of fast food – burgers and chips and things like that. I like fizzy drinks and beer, too. I drink beer at
home at the weekend and in the pub with my work friends every night. I don’t eat many vegetables and
I don’t like salad.
I think I have a balanced diet. I eat meat but not every day. I like salad and fruit and try to drink a lot
of water. I love chocolate and cakes and ice cream and things like that, but I don’t eat them often. I eat
fruit every day and I don’t drink much alcohol – two or three glasses of wine at the weekend, maybe.
7. 1. Do you like spicy food?
2. Do you drink alcohol?
3. Do you eat healthy food?
4. Are you a vegetarian?
5. Do you eat a lot of meat?
6. Do you eat out in restaurants?
7. Do you enjoy cooking?
8. What’s your favourite food?
9. Do you like foreign food?
10. What’s your favourite restaurant?
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Lesson 20: Lifestyle
Level 2

Topic

Aim

Language Focus

Skills

Lesson 20

Lifestyle

To talk about your lifestyle
and how you would
like to improve it

Would + infinitive
enough/too much/
not enough

Listening, speaking

Self-study
1. Think about your lifestyle. Could you talk about your lifestyle in English?
2. Look at Task Sheet 1. You are going to practise the words enough, too much and not enough
in relation to your lifestyle.
3. Look at Task Sheet 2. You are going to practise talking about your lifestyle and how you
would like to improve it.
4. Now go to the Out There task.
Out There
Tell your Out There conversation partners about your lifestyle using too much and not enough. How
would you like to improve your lifestyle?
Ask your Out There conversation partners about their lifestyles.
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Lesson 20: Lifestyle

Task Sheet 1

Exercise 1
Match the pictures to the words in the box. Write the correct word under each picture:
GULQN ZDWHU

VOHHS

VPRNH

WUDYHO

VHHP\FKLOGUHQ

ZRUN

H[HUFLVH

VSHQGWLPHZLWKIULHQGV

SOD\FRPSXWHUJDPHV

HDWKHDOWK\IRRG

SUDFWLVHP\ (QJOLVK

VSHQGPRQH\

UHOD[

HDUQPRQH\
GULQNFRIIHH

JRRXW

UHF\FOH

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 2
Think about your lifestyle. Put the words from Exercise 1 in the table below so it is true for you:
HQRXJK

QRWHQRXJK

WRRPXFK
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Exercise 3
Listen to Oliver talking about his lifestyle. Mark the activities below E (enough), NE (not enough) and
TM (too much).
ZRUN

HDUQPRQH\

VOHHS

JRRXWZLWKIULHQGV

VHHP\FKLOGUHQ

GULQNFRIIHH

H[HUFLVH

JRRQKROLGD\

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 4
Using the table in Exercise 2, write a paragraph about your lifestyle using enough, not enough and too
much. Use the audio script from Exercise 3 in the Answer Key to help you if you like:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 20: Lifestyle

Task Sheet 2

Exercise 5
Talking about improving your lifestyle
Write statements using would like + infinitive in response to the following:
Examples: I don’t sleep enough. I would like to sleep more.
I eat a lot of chips. I would like to eat more healthy foods.
1. I always work at weekends.

____________________________________

2. I speak English once a month.

____________________________________

3. I smoke.

____________________________________

4. I haven’t been on holidays for three years.

____________________________________

5. I usually stay at home on Saturday evening.

____________________________________

6. I don’t exercise.

____________________________________

Check the sample answers in the Answer Key.
Exercise 6
Choose the correct answer to the following questions:
1. Would you like more free time?
a Yes, I’d.

b Yes, I would.

c Yes, I would like.

2. Would she like to finish work earlier?
a Yes, she’d.

b Yes, she would.

c Yes, she does.

b Yes, I would.

c Yes, I would smoke.

3. Do you smoke?
a Yes, I do.

4. Would you like to do more exercise?
a No, I wouldn’t.

b No, I’d not.

c No, I not like.

5. Would they like to eat more vegetables?
a Yes, they are.

b Yes, they would.

c Yes, they’d.

6. Would he like to spend more time with his family?
a Yes, he would like.

b Yes, he does.

c Yes, he would.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.
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Exercise 7
Using the not enough and too much columns in the table in Exercise 2, make sentences using would
like + infinitive about your lifestyle.
Example: I would like to earn more money!
Well done, you have now finished the preparation for the speaking practice task.

.
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Lesson 20: Lifestyle

Task Sheet 3

Out There Task
You are going to talk to your Out There conversation partners about your lifestyle.
Before you call your Out There conversation partners:
1. Read the task carefully.
2. Do you understand it? If you do not, read it again.
3. Are you ready to call your partner(s)?
4. Call and introduce yourself: “Hi, my name is [insert your name here], I’m learning English,
can I talk to you about lifestyle?”
5. Say ‘thank you’…and begin the task.
6. Remember to write your partners’ answers down and ask them to use the chat box to spell
words and phrases you don’t understand.
Ready?
Tell your Out There conversation partners about your lifestyle using too much and not enough. How
would you like to improve your lifestyle?
Using your work in Task Sheet 1, ask your Out There conversation partners about their lifestyles. Ask
them to give you details. What do they do too much and not enough? What would they like to do more
or less to improve their lifestyles?
Ask your partners to explain any words you don’t understand.
New words and expressions:
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Answer Key
1. a. sleep; b. work; c. exercise; d. relax; e. spend time with friends; f. see my children; g. travel;
h. eat healthy food; i. smoke; j. drink coffee; k. drink water; l. read; m. play computer games;
n. recycle; o. practise my English; p. spend money; q. go out; r. earn money
3. work TM; sleep E; see my children NE; exercise E; earn money E; go out with friends NE;
drink coffee TM; go on holiday E

Listening script:
I work in Brighton. I have my own business so it is always busy. I spend too much time in the office and
often work at weekends. My wife gets angry because I don’t usually get home before 9pm and we don’t
eat dinner together. I see my children in the morning before work but I never see them in the evenings.
They are asleep when I get home. I would like to see more of my children and read them stories at night.
I do go to the gym three times a week and I often cycle to work, so I do enough exercise, I think. I drink
too much coffee though – at least four cups a day! Too much coffee is bad for you. I sleep well. I get
eight hours of sleep a night – it’s important for me to get enough sleep so I go to bed quite early. I would
like to go out and see friends more, but everyone is busy and a lot of my friends live too far away. My
wife and I go on holiday quite often – we like to ski in winter and visit family in Spain in the summer.
I don’t think my lifestyle is perfect, but I am building a business and I earn good money – enough to
live a nice life in Brighton. I can’t complain!
5. 1. I always work at weekends. I would like to spend more time at home.
2. I speak English once a month. I would like to speak more English.
3. I smoke. I would like to give up smoking.
4. I haven’t been on holiday for three years. I would like to go on holiday more often.
5. I usually stay at home on Saturday evening. I would like to go out more.
6. I don’t exercise. I would like to do more exercise.
6. 1. b; 2. b; 3. a; 4. a; 5. b; 6. c
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